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PBSFAGS
The desire to make this study grew out of an in
terest in the problems of the children and their families
with whom the writer came in contact during her fourteen
years teaching experience in Kellom School from September
1924 to June 1938*
In connection with her work as a grad© school
teacher she often visited in the homes *

She found that

a better knowledge of the child*a home conditions made
her work more efficient in helping him to adjust to
school problems and situations*
She widened her knowledge of the home situation still
further fey taking the school census for several years in
the Kellom School District*

As a census ©numerator she

was required to visit every home within the district*
This gave her a wider acquaintance

with the neighborhoods

in which the children lived, the relationship which ex
isted between families and the general physical conditions
of the homes*
For nine years the writer taught in a north east
room on the second floor of Kellom School*

The windows

of this room provided a perfect view of the area now
covered by the North Side Project*
As the years went by the properties in this area
became more and more dilapidated*

The gradual deterbr-^

ation caused a change in the occupants of the rental

II

properties In the neighborhood*

Those who had sufficient

income to do so moved to other parts of the city*
fhelr places were taken up by less fortunate tenants
whose incomes forced them to accept whatever vacancies
they could afford®
The change in tenants also created a change in the
membership of th© schoolroom and added still other
problems of adjustment*
The decision of the committee of Heal Kstate men
appointed by Mayor Hoy Towl to select the sitet to
designate the area north of Kellom School as the blighted
area on which they wished to construct the new project*
mad© the writer decide to find out what social significance
such a venture would have upon the families of the
neighborhoods surrounding Kellom School and. upon the city
at large®

T

The writer expresses her appreciation to the parties
interviewed and the many sources referred to in she body
of this thesis*

III

INTBODtJOTXON

Social significance is the quality of being import
ant to the welfare of human society or the meaning of any
institution to members of society#
The purpose of this study is to find out how Public
Housing has affected the welfare of the citizens of
Omaha generally* and how the Logan Fontenell© Homes Proj
ect has affected the social conditions of those people
who formerly lived in that area as well as those who
now live In the project*
Public Housing is Housing owned by the Federal
Government* state or Political subdivision thereof, or
by any other legally constituted authorized public body*
Public Housing in Omaha means the North Side Project
called the Logan Fontenell© Homes and the South Side
Project which is to be called Terrace Gardens*
The first part of the thesis is a short resume of the
Public Housing programs in those European countries which
have had an extensive governmental Housing program*
The United States used the experiences of these European
countries as a foundation upon which to erect its build
ing program*
The Housing program of England is treated at greater
length because she pioneered in Housing*

The other

countries are treated in respect to those matters in which
their legislation or administration differed from that of
England*

IV

The stages of the development of the consciousness
of the need for public housing In the United States are
shown very briefly®
The remainder of the thesis is written on the find
ings concerning the North Side Project and those known
facts concerning the South Side Project*
TECHNIQUE EMPLOYED
In addition to information gathered as a teacher in
Kellom School and as a census enumerator* the writer
acquired data In several ways*
1* By interviews, with members of committees who worked
on the initial Investigations before the first applica
tions were sent to Washington, D* C*; with Sam Howell,'
chairman of the Local Housing Authority; with the
attorney for the Local Housing Authority* Philip Klutznick
with the architects for the South Side Projects; with
Everett Dodds, architect and Project Manager for Logan
Fontenelle Homes; with George M« Ellis* engineer in charge
of Works Progress Administration Project 833; with B* A*
Wolf^ director of the Heal Estate Survey; with Mrs* Flora
Potter, officer in the Juvenile Oourt; with Paul Josephson*
assistant secretary to Council of Social Agencies; with
Chief of Police John Pzanowskl; with Fire Commissioner
William Dorrance; with telephone* electric light and
utilities department officials; with Miss Belle Ryan,
assistant superintendent of Omaha Public Schools; with

Zenia Kahn, director of Social Workers In the County
Assistance Bureau offices; with the Secretary of Urban
League, Bernard B# Squires; with teachers of Kellom
School and Principal E* D* Gepson*
2 o A second means of acquiring data was that of checking
the written records of the institutions named below*
The records of the Family Welfare and the Visiting Nurse
Association were checked for the family record and for
the records of the individual members*

The twenty-two

books of Police Court records from January 1, 1935 to
August 1, 1938 were checked for the number and kinds of
arrests made in the area now covered by the Logan Fontenelle
Homes, the Juvenile Gourt, the County Assistance Bureau,
and the Metropolitan Utilities District*

Compiled data

from the above named agencies were also used*
3*

A third method employed was submitting alphabetized

lists to the Nebraska Power and Metropolitian Utilities
Districts for them to check over for electricity and gas*
4*

A fourth method was that of referring to the city

directories for the years 1935, 1936, 1937, and 1938:

and

by referring to the Omaha telephone directories for the
years 1936, 1936, 1937 and 1938*
5* A fifth means of acquiring facts was reading from the
files of the Omaha Bee News and Omaha World Herald for the
years 1935, 1936, 1937 and the Omaha World Herald 1938*
6*

Sixth, all alphabetized records were checked against a

card file made by the writer for such data as could be
obtained In no other way*
7®

Finally records were checked where data were kept

according to address*

AVAILABILITY
Bach office or agency had Its own method of keep
ing records*

For example, the Visiting Nurse Association

had the city divided Into districts over which each nurse
gave service*

They re-districted the city In June so that

the files could not be used until the writer made an
alphabetical card file of all the former residents of the
area and also a file of the tenants of Logan Fontenelle
Homes in July 1938*

Then each card was checked against

the general files of the Visiting Nurse Association*
After that, the Individual case records were pulled from
the case record file and recorded on Hie card in the
writer *s file*
The same method was necessary for all relief cases,
electricity, gas and telephone users and Juvenile Court
cases*
The data from the Juvenile Court records were not
used*

The writer felt that any comparison between the

former tenants of the area and the tenants of Logan
Fontenelle Homes would not be fair because the tenants
of the Logan Fontenelle Homes were a selected group*
They must have good credit rating and regular incomes*

They must be recommended by employers and former
neighbors®
On the other hand, the former residents of the area
were not a selected group*

They were divided into two

groups, responsible home owners and tenants in the low
Income groups*

They lived In an area termed by the -

government as a blighted area®

Opportunities for juvenile

delinquency were therefore greater for this group, as will
be shown later In the thesis*

The home owners in this

were able to move into better homes while the tenants
moved into similar homes In near or far neighborhoods*
As far as the number of cases of delinquency were concerned
any change In conditions would need to come from the better
opportunities for recreation afforded by the project*
Copies of maps for room density, encumbrance on prop
erty and plumbing from the unpublished Real Property
Inventory were given to the writer by the administrator
of Project 833 for use in getting material for the thesis*
Only one copy of each map was given*
Ample opportunities for observing the conditions of
homes in the area and of neighborhood relationships were
afforded to the writer because she was a teacher in
Kellom

School for fourteen years and the people in the

district were friendly to her*
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The chief limitations„of the study arose from the
fact that the project had occupied for so short a time

VIIZ

that definite results could not be noted*
toother limiting factor was that the Annual reports
of relief agencies* Visiting lurse Association* and Omaha
Fire Departments were not made until January X* 1939*
To establish definite results on Public School©
several years* records would have to be made*

All

Federal relief records prior to 1936 were sent to Lincoln
and were not available to anyone {even to the County
Assistance Bureau of Douglas County)*
All records of transfer of property in the Logan
Fontenelle Area and all information pertaining to construc
tion are in the archives at Washington* D* G#
Restrictions were placed upon the selection of tenants
for the project by the rentals which were necessary because
of the high cost of construction*
The typo of tenant* the restrictions for eligibility*
and the lack of likenesses which would made a basis for
comparison limited the sources from which data could be
gathered *

XX
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PART I
IDEAS OP PUBLIC HOUSING

THE SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF PUBLIC HOUSING
with
SPEC IAL EMPHASIS ON THE NORTH SIDE PROJECT
PART I

IDEAS OF PUBLIC HOUSING

Definitions of Term Housing#

The dictionary defines

housing as flthat which shelters or covers#11 Prior to
the Industrial Age this shelter was provided by the Indiv
idual and its comfort and social adequacy depended upon
the initiative* energy and thrift of that individual*
To him alone belonged the responsibility of providing the
best that the environment afforded*
The Industrial Age* with its concentration of people
in compact areas* its profound change In the habits and
customs of the people* Its environment often lacking In
materials* sites and conditions for socially adequate
housing* changed the concept of housing to that of a place
x
of shelter close to one*a work*

I

!

:

Harold H. Phelps* Contemporary Social Problems* 1932;
Edith Elmer Wood, The Housing of the Unskilled Wage
Earner, 1919;
Carlton J* H© Hayes* A Political and Cultural History
of Modern Europe, Vol. II, 1936, ChapterXV, pp« 3-60;
Clive Day, Economic Development in Modern Europe* 3-933;
pp* 154-170.
Carol Aronovlei and McCalmons, Catching Up. With Hdualng©
1936, Beneficial Management Corporation*,

z
Deveiopment of Ideas About H o u s i n g

Fox* many years there

were no data available which would show what effect a
workingman *3 housing had upon his working efficiency^
Employers left the housing of their employees to investors
whose interests were centered on housing for profit*

Ihey

bought the houses and buildings left in the district when
industry extended into residential areas*

a?hey often

partitioned fine old residences into many small-roomed
apartments in order to accommodate as many families as
possiblea

Cheap, flimsy buildings were built on the back

of lots already occupied so that light and air were at a
premium*

Housing at this time meant providing shelter

for profit, giving the minimum essentials for the maximum
2
profits®
Adequate housing was reserved for those whose
incomes were sufficiently large to pay the high rents
demanded for comfortable living quarters or to build
homes for themselves*
Since employers, employees and society were seemingly
not conscious of the need for change, it was left to the

2

Based © m
Oardl Arnovici, Housing and the Housing Problem, 1920^
Morris Knowles, Industrial Housing, 1920^
J* Salywin Sch&piro, Modern and Oontemporary European
History, 1929, Qhs® III, XXVII, and XCTXXX^
Edjfcth Elmer Wood, Housing Progress in Western Europe, 1923®

3
social Investigator to discover the frightful effects of
inadequate housing and to attempt,to awaken others to
the dangers of leaving conditions as they were*

Much

credit belongs to Robert Owen for showing industrialists*
through his successful experiment at Hew Lanark, that
better housing is profitable for the employer*

He demon

strated. during the twenty-nine years of his management
that not only the employee but also the whole community
could ho changed*

He wrote that in twenty-nine yearn no

lawyers nor magistrates were needed and no single legal
punishment*

The children were educated, genial and

attractive*

The conditions of the adults wore improved

through better homes, shorter working hours and recrea
tional facilities*

Drunkenness was almost unknown and

illegitimacy was rare*

Yet with all the improvements
3
the industry cleared 300,000 dollars profit*
Mr* Owen1®

departure from Hew Lanark was caused not from & lack of
success but by a disagreement with his partners over the
details of the management of recreational activities*
Other philanthropists became imbued with his ideas
and several model villages were formed*

The scope of

these was necessarily limited to those who were wealthy
and felt the need of social reform*

3

The results were not

In January 1800 Robert Owen was invested with the sole
management and direction of the Hew Lanark establishment*
The divider# mentioned above was produced during the
first ten years of his management* bee Frank Podraore*
Robert Owen* A Biography* Oh* ¥*1924.

satisfactory and again housing for the worker was limited
to housing-for-profit except in a few specific industries
where the location of the industries necessitated building
of homes for the employees*
The World War disclosed the fact that the economics
of industry depend upon the capacity of the worker, which
is directly proportional to his vigor and health*

Further

more the environment and conditions of life affect the
health and vigor of the employee, his mental and bodily
activityo

Els fatigue and ill-health diminish his working

capacity*
While these facts were known to society soon after
the war, it accepted no responsibility for providing or
making employei’s provide socially adequate shelter for
those families whose low incomes forced them to live in
substandard homes*

Even in 1938 the concept of respon

sibility of society for providing this shelter is not
universally popular or accepted*
If legislation is taken as the standard of measure
ment, the United States seemed to have arrived at its
acceptance of governmental responsibility for socially
adequate housing rather slowly after much agitation and
social pressure by groups of social workers whose work
had made them conscious of conditions in housing*

PART XI
Etm oPBAH h g t j s ih g

s
m&L&m
England has the honor of being the pioneer both
in Industrial Housing by philanthropists and in Public
Housing®

As early as 1851, Lord Shaftesbury procured the

passage of the Laboring Classes Lodging House Act®
Phis embodied the principle of government responsibility
for the housing of its people®

The Public Works Loan

Commission was empowered to h nd money to local author
ities or private associations for housing working people®
While this was not a definite subsidy it did provide
money at a low rate of interest for building purposes®

4

Most o f .the earlier legislation was of the restric
tive type, and, in 1875 the Public Health Act gave to the
local authorities the power of inspection and of forcing
repairs needed in existing buildings®

These were limited

to light, ventilation, and sanitation®
A short time later the Torrens Act extended the
po? er of the local authorities to the clearing of the
whole slum areas®

It provided the funds through the

Public Works Loan Commission and prescribed the way of
v
^ Based o m
Carlton J» H* Hayes, A Political and Cultural History
of Modern Europe, Vol® II, 1936, p* 86$
Morris Knowles, Industrial Housing, 1920$
Carol Arnofici, Housing and the Housing Problem, 1920$
Housing Betterment, January, 1922, p* 5*

demolition and the manner of rebuilding*

Gj

The discovery of the germ theory of disease and* the
development of sanitary science and engineering contri**
buted largely to the English public5s growing awareness
ofthe dangers of the evil conditions then in existence*
This increasing knowledge led to the appointment in 1844
of the Hoyal Commission on Housing of the Working Classes*
Their report a year later resulted in the Working Class
Act which consolidated and harmonised existing legislation*
Standards were set up by which future projects might be
measured and which were to be changed whenever it was,
shown that the lag behind sanitary science was affecting
the health and morality of the people*®
Just before the World War, attention was called to
the shortage of housing and measures were taken to over*
come it*

The problem seemed to be much too difficult

for the individual because of the high initial cost of
building and the immovable character of the home once it
5

~
’
Based ons

~

'

'

Newharned History, Vol* W *

1922, p p 8 4126-4127 ^

Great Britain Batlonal Hou s i m
0 ouncl l a pp «T 4 1 2 7 - 4 1 2 8 .
6

and Town Planning

Based ons
The Cambridge Modern History, Vol* XII, 1929, pp© 730*
■

■

■Sgw.. horned History for Heady Reference* Voi* V, p* 4122
Carlton J*
Hayes, A Political and Cultural History
of Modern Europe* VoX* II, pp* 480, 745, 750-7511
I#* T* Veiller, Hmsi^.^nd.^Eoalth, Fourth Edition# 1910
National Housing Association*

was erected*

To most of the English laborers home-owning

was therefor© an impossibility*;

Few could accumulate

enough money in a lifetime to purchase a home and the
high rate of interest made borrowing prohibitive*

There

were also the added loads of heavy taxes and repair which
must be considered and the chances of having to sell if
forced to move to keep working*

Many solved their housing

problems by living in dwellings built by capital*

This

insured them freedom to move as well as freedom from
7
worry over the upkeep of the building*
All would have been well if capital had not found
more profitable places for investment©

There were many

fields opening which gave larger returns on the money with
fewer worries attached*
such ass

Housing brought many problems^

how to reduce the rent when the building got"

older and yet get an adequate rate of Interest on the
investment| how to keep the standard of accommodations
up to the ever-improving standards in sanitary equipment
without financial Xossf what to do when an industry moved
to another locality! how to handle the tendency of

7

'

'

Based on:

'

Thomas Adams**1House and Town Development in War
Time*11 Landscape Ardi itecture, April* 1918$
national Housing Associations* Publications* July* 1918
If
Stuart Chase, "The Case Against Home Ownership*
Survey Graphic, May, 1938*>

8
general depreciation of the character of the tenants j and
^how to insure a sinking fund to repay the original Invest
ment *

The inertia and indifference of many tenants of

the laboring class did not ease the burden of the owners

8
in any respect#
A survey of the housing needs In Great Britain In
1911 showed an overcrowding# when using aa a standard two
persons per room# of 3*139 ^$72 persons*

An estimated need

of 100,000 buildings was shown in this report# but before
much could be done to remedy the situation Great Britain
was concentrating all efforts toward war preparation and
housing of war workers*

Hot only the soldiers in training

but also those workers who were preparing ammunitions* ships*
and other war supplies must be housed and fed*
E« Hutton in his book* Welfare and Housing* says
that there was a sudden necessity for the provision of
housing accommodations in districts where the existing
supply was unequal to the new accession of labor*

He also

states* "The high pressure at which the work of munitions
W

'
~
H* Engle# "The British Housing Program*”
the Academy.* Ifol* 190* pp« 195«204f

Annals of

Edith Elmer Wood# Bee eat Trends in American Housings 1931j
Ji5racyclopedIa Britannic a* Vol. XI# Fourteenth Edition#
Article "on ^Housing in England.”* p« 836
"British and American Housing11# Saturday Evening Fost»
February* 1936*

9
product ion had to be performed led to a practical cons id-*
eration of how best the efficiency of the workers could
be maintained*

The exigencies of the time had brought

the employers generally ihbo closer contacts with the
needs of the employed in respect of the factors which are
essential to their health and welfare*1- ^
He especially stressed the discovery that the econ
omics of industry depend at least as much upon the capacity
of the worker, which Is directly proportional to his
health and vigor, as it does upon the wages paid him*

He

further states that the discovery of this last fact caused
the establishment of a branch of the factory management
which had to do with the supervision of the welfare of
its employees*
After the war, the general housing shortage in England
was greater than ever*

With the exception of the build**

ings necessary for war workers, all constructive work
had ceased for a period of four to six years*

War had

reduced personal means, laborers had been mobilized for
war and war work, apprentices had ceased to become
recruits for apprenticeships, and there was a monetary

9 J* E«> Hutton, Welfare and Housing, 1918, p. 4

10
depreciation as well as very heavy taxation*

All this

had its special bearing upon this housing problem*
Torkers could no longer afford to live in the larger
houses so many families lived together to reduce the
cost of living*

There was a tremendous amount of over*

crowding of small houses*

10

The shortage of dwellings and the lack of repair of
older buildings caused a rise in building cost to the
extent that it was above the middle and lower class in
come*
The census of Great Britain in 1921 showed that the
overcrowding numbered 3*580,274 persons and there were
only 215,215 empty dwellings as compared to 434,948
empty dwellings in 1911*

Of the number empty in 1921,*

45,000 needed to be demolished per year because of old
age or substandard conditions below re-modeling levels**
In order to consider the welfare of the people there
needed to be 463,127 units erected to meet the standard
of one family per dwelling unit#
So great a need could not be met by industrialists
and was recognized as a government problem*

The ministry

Based on;
Edith Elmer Wood, Housixg Progress in Western Europe,
1923^---- ------------ -------- ---------- B* S * Townroe, The Slum Problem, 1928*

or Health was established as a definite part of the
cabinet and sponsored definite legislative- acts for
XI
Public Housings
The Act of 1911 provided that the local authorities
have the duty of preparing schemes for the building, as
soon as possible, of the number of houses needed to house
the working classes in their districts*

Furthermore the

local authorities were to make a survey of these needs and
present them to the Local Government Board, which soon be
came the Ministry of Health*

A government subsidy was to

take the form of bearing the annual loss which represented
the difference between the net revenues from the rents
which could be charged for houses and the outgoings for
interest, repairs, sinking fund, etc 5

in so far as it ex- .

seeded a local penny rate that was to represent the contri12
bution of local authorities toward the loss*
The progress of the local Authorities was v e r y slow,
and by 1921 because of financial stress, too little govern
mental control of local Authorities, and terrific governmen
tal losses in these projects, the number of
u
Ramsay Muir, How England, la Governed, 1935 5
p * 52 *
J* W* Lang, "Housing Methods in Great Brits
^ ^ ^ 1*.^^tufa 1 Kecora, November, 1937, pp* 6
E, M« Fisher and IU U* Ratcliff, "Forms of Financial
Assistance to Housing in Europe," Annals of American
Academy, Vol© 190, March, 1937, pp* 214-215|

12
Garden Cities and Town Planning* October, 1929*

12
dwellings to be ©rooted was limited to 175,0OO*
A later act of Parliament provided a government
subsidy in the form of a lump sum grant per house offered
to private persons building houses within prescribed limits
of size and specification of character*

The results of

this scheme were as follows s
Erected by 1274 Municipal Authorities 170,000 houses,
by Public Utility Societies 4,500 houses, by private persons
IS
or builders 40,000*
Again in 1923 the Minister of Health promoted a Hous
ing Act in which a subsidy was offered {!) to Local Author
ities of a pound per annum per house for twenty years to
ward the loss incurred by local authorities*

(2 ) to private

enterprise a pound per annum per house for twenty years to
builders, or, the local authorities could on security of
this payment raise the equivalent sum of about seventy-five
pounds and give it as capital grant to builders *

The

local authorities were also empowered to increase the amount
of the grant at the expense of the local rates*

(3) For

slum clearance, in this the approval of the Minister of
Health was necessary*

He was authorized to make grants

toward the expenses incurred by local authorities in carry
ing out improvement schemes and the consequent re-housing
work*

13
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The amount of the grant was to take the form of a fixed

annual coutribution*

The amount was to toe settled in ea&h

case by consultation with local authorities and was not
to exceed fifty percent of the estimated average annual
loss likely to toe incurred in carrying out the scheme,*
Contributions have varied®

Usually fifty per cent has been
14
paid in respect of approved schemes«
Additional powers were given to local authorities to

assist^private enterprise toy way of loans to builders of
houses not exceeding fifteen-hundred pounds in value*
The amendment to the Small Dwellings Acquisition Act
facilitated the loans to owner occupiers for houses not
exceeding societies were authorised so that local authori
ties could facilitate their operations if they so desired*
The effect of this scheme was very desirable#

By the

autumn of 1923 ten thousand builders had qualified to re
ceive assistance and their dwellings were toeing constructed*
By the next summer fifty thousand additional
T*—
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homes were being constructed<,
The new Labor Government sponsored another Housing
Act in 1924 leaving the provisions or the Act of* 1923
untouched except for one or two minor details*

it

c .ntinued in operation over a period of fifteen years
subject to periodic revision of subsidy amounts and
”1c
created a new form of financial assistance*
The Act increased the subsidy for houses built under
certain conditions*

The most important conditions were?

(!) The annual charge on rates did not exceed four pounds,
ten shillings per house*

(2 ) Houses

were to be let at

rents prevailing for similar pre-war houses in that dis
trict*
This act was more attractive both to private enter
prise and to local authorities*

By taking a smaller

grant the property could be sold by private enterprise,
with certain restrictions and regulations, and the local
authorities were authorised to grant subsidies of nine
pounds per year for forty years in urban areas and twelve
pounds, ten shillings for forty years for agricultural
areas*

15

The local authorities also could comply with

Keith Hutchinson, fTBritainfs Private Housing Boom,”
Survey Graphic» April, 1938, Vo!* XXVII, Ho* 4, p* 233*

IS
letting conditions In two ways, making up the loss out
of tli© local rate to the amount not exceeding four pounds,
ten shillings or raise tte rent to amount necessary to

keep local rates at rec?u3r ad minimum*
The increase of houses built was Very rapid up to

102? when a Parliamentary Act reduced the

ubsldy on

houses built aider the 1923 Act to four pounds per house
for twenty years and those hi lit under the 1924 Act to
tJrhan houses seven pounds* ten shillings and in agricul
tural areas eleven pounds, two shillings and six pence*.
PrtftouB to 1914 the number of houses built by
voluntary agencies had been very small and even this
number was brought to a standstill by the war#

These

agencies took the form of building societies, cooperatives#
and ©o«*partnershlp societies*

After 19 -3, under the

impetus of government subs idles# government regulation,
inspection, and legislation, these agencies again took a
prominent part In re-housing®

The 1926-87 report of the

Minister of Health left no room for doubt that the
authority delegated to this department for inspection,
notification of defect and' to remedy or close the house
when the owner had not done so, had much to do with solving
16
the housing problem in England*

^The British Housing Program,” The Annals
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A survey ofjfche various parts of the Acts from 1919
to 1929 shows a rising standard for light, ventilation,
sanitary equipment, density requirements, and size and
arrangement of houses*

It shows too that England, had

again "muddled through” her difficulties and had come
out ahead in the matters of authorization of powers t©
local authorities, changing restrictions on sales of
property, prevention of misuse of subsidies and the
subsidy amounts to meet the needs, and in every instance
the schemes have worked for the betterment of the
people*

For an example we cite regulation of density

to twelve houses per acre which shows the following
benefits?

{1} It added to the economic ability of the

tenant to pay rent by providing each with a plot of
garden ground*
tunity for

(&) It has increased the tenant’s oppor

healthy living by providing ample air spaces

and sunlight*

(3) It had enhanced the attractiveness of

homes with Its landscaping and screening of undesirable
buildings with foliage*

(4) It had introduced a new

standard of amenity by providing means of getting to**
gether with the common interest of gardens or landscaping*
(5) It had reduced the road, costs by placing roads and
buildings to suit the contour of the land instead of In
the long barracks-like rows facing tho streets*

(6 ) It

had reduced excavation and l i n i n g coats thereby IntrocMusing a new economy In building*

(?)

made possible

the maximum of accommodation with the least waste of space*
England has pointed the v/ay for other countries to
follow In th- matter of housing*

From the reports of

the Housing Committees and the Ministry of Health much
can be learned conc emingthe variability in cost of
eoEBStruction due to local conditions*

The rental problems

which have been d iscovered and in a measure solved have
saved other countries such costly experimentation*

It

was found that London presented its- own particular
problems because of Its excessively large urban area, Its
mobility of population from one section to another, and •
the great number of slum areas whose clearance meant the
re-housing of so many people*
London was divided into two parts for the building
program, Greater London and the London Gounty Council*
B 'fore 1928, to meet the needs of the Greater London
there were built one hundred, fifty-two thousand, one
hundred thirty-five dwellings

by local authorities,

trusts or public societies, and private enterprise with
the aid of government subsidies«

In London Gounty

Council twenty-two thousand and four hundred fifty-three
dwellings were completed and twenty- three slum areas

1*7

Louis H. Plnh, The Sew Day in Housing, 1918, Ch* d l l *

cleaned or under construction which would house twentyIS
seven thousand people*
All Parliamentary Acts applied to Scotland as well
as to England with a few variations in regard to adminisfra
tion*

A survpy of the housing conditions north of Tweed

disclosed th© fact! that the standard, was lower in Scotland*
While rooms were found to he larger in Scotland -there
was less complete separation of sleeping and living rooms*
There was also a tendency for the working classes in
Edinburgh and Glasgow to he housed in tenement blocks*
Th© Royal Commission of 1918 recommended that two
hundred thirty-five thousand, nine hundred ninety dwelly
ings he construeted to relieve overcrowding*

It also

recommended that no dwelling be higher than three stories
and limited

the number of dwellings per acre to thirty-

two , when they were that high*

If single cottages were

built only sixteen to an acre were allowed*

hater figures

showed a tendency toward housing having more rooms and
a reduction In the proportion of the population living
in one room dwellings in Scotland*
GQNTIBSNT&h EUROPE
After th© World War Europe was faced with not only

Based on data from, an address by Bight Honorable
Sir Kinsley Wood, M*P•, Minister of health*before the
Rational Housing and Town Planning Conference, Harrogate
November 27, 1936, p w 2»

3&
a shortage of dwellings tot also with the problem of
having many occupied dwellings which were wholly inad©**
quate ior healtny living*.

The solution of these problems

was made more difficult by th© inflation and instability
of currencies*

A wholesale adoption of the policy of

loans and subsidies to stimulate the erection of dwellings
was found throughout the continent*

For greater stimula

tion there was a general remission of taxation upon
dwellings when jthey were erected and rented under specific
regulation#*
Buildings were of two types;
ing and multi-family dwelling*

The one-family dwell

The choice of which type

to build was influenced by economic, political, and climatic
10
conditions*
Austria*

In Austria the famine which

existed for a

short time caused an exodus of many urban people to th©
country where living conditions were easier because food
could be raised on a small plot of ground*

The places

left vacant by the exodus were taken by officers returning
from those parts of the Old Austrian Umpire which now
belonged to other countries *

Their return was followed

by a collapse of money values and the need of growing

Based on;
Edith Elmer Wood,. Housing the Unskilled Wage Earner ;
Louis H* Fink, The Hew Day in Housing, 1928, Ch* VII

food was inor©asingly greater *. To meet this emergency
Bousing. Settlements under Cooperative Societies were
begun®

fh©se consisted of one family dwellings with

attached four or fire metre gardens®

fh.ese settlements

were assisted by the Society of Friends and others who
were interested is the welfare of the people®
Sledlings or settlements- were built by Cooperative
Societies on lands provided: by the city of Vienna from
extensive green belts In its possession®

Whose coopers**

tive societies -grew to enormous else as thousands of
■families -applied for membership®

Th® conditions for

membership were such that unskilled labor
and become members®

could comply

Each intending householder must

contribute from one thousand to two thousand hours of
free labor®,

fhis labor was used in digging foundations*

making, roads® preparing blocks and assisting skilled
labor®-

Members were allowed to work on summer evenings

and over' the

week ends so there was no interference

with their regular Jobs®
After the stabilisation of currency was effected*
there was a return to building small flat dwellings in
town areas and handsome blocks of dwellings were erected
in Vienna®

Over sixty thousand dwellings were completed

in Vienna during the first fifteen years following- the

21
World War.20
Belgium*

Belgium needled to replace her war~devestated

areas as well a 3 to take care of the shortage in houses
caused by the cessation in building activities*

By the

Housing Act of 1919 building was stimulated through
assistance given to regional building societies by a
cent ral society called Socleto Rationale pes Logemexit
a Bon arche*

There were two-hundred sixty of these public

utilities societies*

loans were made to the full value

of lands and buildings under supervision of the Soclete
Nationals.

Shareholders of the societies were the State*

the provinces, tbs municipalities, and other public
institutions and private persons*
The first loans, amounting to 570,000*000 francs,
were made at a low rate of two per cent plus seventyfive hundredths per cent sinking fund plus twenty-five
hundredths percent general cost for a period of sixty**
five years*

The State bore the difference between the

rate at which the money could be raised and the low inter-*
eat charged for loans, in effect a substantial subsidy*
This placed the societies in a position where it
20

was
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tenths percent to four ard three tenths percent or the
* 21
cost*
By 1924 the Interest rate was changed to three
per cent

charged for 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 , 0 0 0 francs and three and

one-haIf percent for 300,000,000 francs*

Under the first

loan thirty*three thousand buildings were erected which
included apartment dwellings and ©r©~family houses*

Under

the 'next, 400,000,000 franc loam thirteen thousand dwell*
ings were constructed*
'Subsidies were also provided for individual families
who wished to build homes for themselves*

Ihese subsidies

ranged from twenty~five hint red to thirty-five hundred
francs per dwelling and resulted in the erection of eight
een thousand dwelliig s in 1926*

The plan was stopped at

the end of the year because of financial stress and the
depreciation of currency*

A small number of municipalities

had made additions to the subsidies given by th© State#
Provision was also made for the purchase of homes built
by the societies by subsidies in the form of reduced prices*
Ot
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Out offche money received from this sale* the societies
built more homes*
exemption from

to further encourage building, an

land tax for a period of ten years was

granted on every dwelling erected under certain value*
The slum clearance and re-housing plans were taken
care of by ha Ligue national Beige Contri les Saudis under
measures created with the approval of the government
and the patronage of

the king#

These measures included

{ 1 } Inspection of dwellings, (2) construction of cheap
dwellings costing from-twenty thousand to twenty-five
thousand francs# (3) subventions to families needing it
to build or buy their houses up to six thousand francs#
(4) exemption from property tax for ten years, (5) re
conditioning old houses and closing slums with recourse
to the crown If municipalities failed to act, (6 ) sanitary
inspection of dwellings to be independent of local
authorities, (7) education In housekeeping#
By the last condition It would seem that Belgium
went a step farther than England In helping her people*
However, J* B* Hutton Informs us in his book, nWelfare
«
and Housing, ,that.the sanitary standards of housekeeping
of the war workers of Belgium who were housed in the
hostels of the Vickers Limited during the World War were
much different, and from the English viewpoint,^ far below
that of the Bsglldr*2^
op
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France .ted m micu

because to# w

ted teen fought over a larger portion of

ter territory*

R®<sonstimeti on of rural areas as well as

urban property was isseettsargr*

^*# too attacked th# prote

la® of housing ter working classes*

This was done by the

state trough its administrative departments ate eommmea*

Best of th# work was
known a# Seelstea d* Bahilitaticat astern Marsh#
assistance was given by granting loans at three and onehalf psr east which was less than th# m rlcet rat# of
interest#

The loans mad# war# as large as'sixty per sent

of th© cost of the building or
ever was th# least*

of Its selling price whiote

then repayment of th#

loan to the

State was guaranteed by the department or eomwne the
amount loaned could he raised to seventy^flve per cent of
its cost*
State subsidies were granted to communes directly
up to one-third th# coat ofhullding*

They war# also

granted to- organi sation# and other public or sessl—public
bodies who wars willing to construct houses to fee let at
two-thirds of th# market price for rental te large families
of I340P© than three children under sixteen years of age*

William Bennett Monro* The government# of Kurope« 19258^
Internatlonal lobor Office, Geneva* European Housing
gitjpa ,the War» X924# and B ^ l I ^ ' T o U e y ll
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Communes were empowered to donate to the societies
land areas for. the purpose of construction*
also make loans to these societies*

They could

subscribe to shares

of the societies* or guarantee the interest on shares up
to three per cent for twenty years*

They might guarantee

the interest and the sinking fund on loans which ted the
approval of the Public Offices *
The new buildings were exempt from certain taxes for
a period of fifteen years*
Cooperative societies have been in existence In
France since long before the World War*

The three hundred

forty existing societies had for their purpose the construc
tion of cheap houses for the working classes*

That their

work was much heeded is shown by the 10:11 estimate which
gave the number of dwellings needed in Paris alone as
47*794 and in the department of the Seine 13*924*

That

of th© whole country was estimated to be 50Q000 dwellings*
Since 1928 the French government has made even larger
grants to the societies where twoo»thirds of the houses
to be let are for families having at least four children
24
under sixteen years of age.*
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Bousing at the present time has again taken a
minor position to that of preparation for defense caused
by the feeling of lisseaurity which has encompassed Europe*
Germany* Prom the time when she achieved her national
unity to the World War, housing in O-ertmnj was In the
hands of one thousand cooperative housing societies which
had been fostered by th© government and municipalities
to offset speculation*

Public auditing of their accounts

was required and shares were sold to investors who were
26
partly from the governmental and other public bodies*
After the World War, Germany was confronted with a
house shortage*

Beats had been raised to twenty per cent

ofthe income and there was an excessive speculation in
land*

The currency fluctuations found in other countries

were acute here*

The state government took over the

control of rentals in some divisions of the country and
rationed the rooms in others*

Householder© were required,

to t&i£© lodgers for excess rooms*.
All pre-war buildings were taxed to fifty percent of
their pre-war rents*

^
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to provide cheap mortgages for new buildings*
After 1924 the house t&x was used by the state or
municipality to buy second and third mortgages at a low
rate of interest with a one percent repayment from the
third year on#

These subsidised dwellings numbered by the

end of 1927 a total of 1 , 820*682 constructed or in the
process of construction*
Holland «

Holland did not participate in the fighting

in the World War so her problems in housing were those
which pertained, to the soil and the expensive foundations
necessary for even the simplest construction*

She had

developed many new areas for cottage dwellings on reclaimed
land whose surface had to be raised from ten to fifteen
feet#

Many of these dwellings as well as those built in

other parts of Holland were erected upon expensive found26
atIona set upon deeply driven piles*
26
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between the actual rents and economic rents®

Of this

loss the state bore seventy-five per cent and the muni
cipality twenty-five per cent*

In 1920 minimum rents

war© fixed according to the space provided*

This was

figured oh cubic- feet not square feet of floor space*
In order that the burden might hot be greater than
the State or municipality could bear, the act of 1924
required new dwellings to bring in ninety per cent of
the economic rent*

Loans made to approved public utilities

societies thereafter were as large as one hundred per
cent of the cost of the building*

The loans were granted

through local authorities who took the full responsibility
to the state ©
Holland has been very successful with her housing*
There has been a wonderful uniformity of annual building
with a net increase of about forty thousand houses per
year*

This prevents the lag of building trade employment

which has bothered almost every other progressive
country and it has the added virtue of lacking a big
contribution to the beauty of Holland through the skill
and architectural taste in laying out the sites and
designing the buildings*
Italy*

Italy recognized that responsibility of the

state in the matter of the housing of the poorer classes
by legislation as. early as 1908#

This act gave a legal

status to public utilities societies but allowed no
subsidies for their use*

In 1919 there were several provisions cade for State
assistance in financing, housing*.
plans were provided*

Two type®, of housing

One was called blouses for People*tf

These were to be construe ted by corporate bodies, m o b
as e m u u w - t communal institutes, cooperative societies,
or industrial or agricultural societies*

There were to

be bouses for rental only and must remain the property
of the society*

Ho dwelling was to have more than six

rooms*
The other type was called the ^Economic Housing,”
This type could be constructed by cooperative societies
or their mombera to besom© the property of either the
individual or of the society for rental*

The economic

housing dwellings were built by loans but were larger
and of better quality*
rooms*
cent

inch dwelling was limited to ten

The state could contribute two and one-half per
toward the amortisation and payment of the loans*

Oemmuiies ware ©showered to cooperate for direct construc
tion themselves or through special institutes*

They

could take over necessary land and provide public services*
Ho assistance was given to private enterprise working
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for speculative profit*
After 1923 amortisation contributions by the state
were d i s e o n t l m e d but fiscal facilities were extended
through building tax exemptions on both types of houses
when they were constructed by communes or when under the
direct control of communes©

Duties on building materials

were reduced and municipal lands were sold on favorable
terms*

Direct subsidies and contributions wdre also

tendered®

A terminal date was set for December* 1928*

Since that date grants of tax exemption are obtainable
for building dwellings for rental purposes which are
limited to three rooms plus domestic offices*
Building In rural and semi-rural areas was likewise
encouraged by state assistance to corporate authorities*
This was In the form of twenty per cent contribution of
the cost of construction, a reduction In railway rates
of fifty percent for carrying building materials and
exemptions from certain taxes*
Luxury building was suspended for one year after
June 30, 1927 In order to relieve the strain on the
building industry*

PART III
PUBLIC HOUBINO W

UNITED STATES

TUB UNITED STATES
While the United States* pioneered, In many other
ways ©he waited for Europe to experiment In governmental
construetl on. of houses for the workers with low incomes *
4
All efforts at the Improvement of housing conditions
prior to the World War ware the work of civic and social •
%

workers under the authority and with the help of privateand charitable organ! sat Ions*

To them we owe the credit

for calling our attention to the dangers of conditions
which were fast developing and for the opportunities for
social progress through better housing®
Because of this growing awareness cities passed
ordinances which aimed to correct some of the mast out
standing evils, particularly those which had to do with
fir© hazards and health measures that would prevent epia
demies and plagues*

Committees were appointed whose

business it was to survey the crowded conditions and make
recommendations for their improvement*

Since some of

the city charters needed authorization by the state
legislature to carry out the recommendations of their
committees, this work came to be a state responsibility*
Most of this early legislation was of a restrictive

Based ,©m
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nature*

1 % fixed minimum standards for light* air sanita

tion, and. c o n v e n i e n c e S e v e r a l states appointed or
established a housing authority whose work was to pass
on plans and raake Inspections «

The shortcoming of this

legislation was that It gave no power to the housing
authority to enforce the necessary compliance with the
repairs or demolitions which Inspectors had found to be
necessary*

Even In those states where some measure of

enforcement was provided, many loopholes for escaping
responsibility were found by landlords*
The animus! reports from the Association for
Improving the Condltiona of the Poor* published in the
middle of

the nineteenth century in Hew York, show that

people In the Hew York slum areas were living under condi
tions almost too terrible for belief**^ A short time
later the report of the Official Investigation of the
legislative Committee stated that the city was responsible
for these conditions through Its neglect and through Its
being the primary cause of being overcrowded and over30
populated*
The results of this report were first shown by the,

go
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establishment of the Department of Health in 1866 and
the passage of the First "Tenement House Daw in 1887*
Both this law and the one passed twelve years later were
of a regulatory nature*

They attempted to provide fire

protection through regulation of fire escapes, to furnish
better light, ventialtion and sanitation*

They restricted

the occupancy of cellar rooms and dark interior rooms#
Windows

were ordered cut into every room and no new build

ings could be erected which had rooms withowfe access to
outside air*
Ways were found to follow the letter of this law by
means of

dumbbell tenements. The air shafts in these

were fifty or sixty feet long but only twenty-eight inches
wide except in the middle where they sometimes widened out
to a few feet*

The health of the tenant was not safe guarded

as much as was desired so further legislation was passed
which defined a tenement and limited the lot occupancy.
Semi-annual inspection was ordered in insure compliance
with the law*
Doctors, philanthropists and social workers continued
the work of educating the public ©
_
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by Jacob Hi is awakened a response in the hearts of the
people of Hew York and gave such a strong backing to the
reports of the Health Departments and State Commissions
32
that the present Tenement House Law was passed#
This law set the highest standards of any law at
the time of its passing#
The provisions of this law set a minimum standard in
structure and sanitation for buildings erected or altered
in the future#

While the standards for buildings already

in existence are lower in the above respects, yet the
standards of maintenance (cleanliness and repair) for them
are exactly the same as for the newer buildings*

All

cellar dwellings were prohibited In the new buildings*
In the old buildings the ceilings of the cellar dwellings
must be two feet above the ground#

Basement apartments

were allowed if the ceilings were four and one-half feet
above the level of the pavement#
Tenement conditions In New York were not peculiar
to that city alone«

Large cities from the east to the

west coast have had their problems to solve,

Boston
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found conditions not at all to hep liking and proceeded
to have those changed as far as they could he done by
state legislation#

This also was of a restrictive type

and left the ownership In the hands of the Individual#
Minimum standards were set as to the sites upon which
buildings could be erected, kinds of repairs which m a t
be made and what kind of rebuilding must be done#

These

were used as a measuring basis for inspection and
in the particulars of light, ventilation* sanitation*
fire protection* and room density were similar to those
34
set by the Mew fork Law of 1901#
The San Francisco repor t of 1911 and 1913 showed
that her chief troubles were overcrowding per room and
fire risks, particularly in those wooden tenements which
contained two«*room apartments#

S i m e 1914 regular tene~

ment house Inspections have been part of the duties of
35
the city inspectors#
Baltimore* Richmond, and Washington, D * G » have a
poorer housing program for the Hegroes than for the white
tenants#

This has directly affected the health of the

white population because dependence has been placed almost

Oeorg-e Williams, The Law o f the Apartments# Flats,
•and Tenements, ‘X^5S*jnr
Reports: Chicago Department of Public Welfare, 1925;
«
Cincinnati Better Housing League, 1935 I ■
”
Philadelphia Housing Associations, 1915 5
Raymond Moley, Review of the Surveys of the -Cleveland
Foundation* 1923?
^

Reports of the Ban Francisco Housing Association*

or this fact was m X m In attaining recognition*

Social

workers hair# long written about the dangers of dlae&M&nd lionermllty which tod their « o u m in the environment
furnished the workers both in industry end In the hoses*
fhe United States tos Very recently built a number
of' projects which attempted to solve the housing problem
fox* the Hegro worker i n deteriorated areas#

Shere still,

remain si&ny unsightly as well as socially Inadequate
areas as was pointed out In articles and pictures In the
September 13, 1938 issue of the Colliers®
the larger cities of the mid^west tows had more
room for expansion and the ground has been less expensive#
Kewcr»thc«less, Chicago and Bt* Louie have found that
they too mist follow Hew York in the matter of legislation
which corrects as far ms possible the defects already pre~
sent and prevents the future dangers as demonstrated in
older and more crowded cities*
Bdith Elmer Woods says that there Is no community
without its subnormal housing conditions which lower
physical, mental and moral stamina*

Many met Hods have
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Harlem River Houses* Hew York, H * Y •, 6V4 Units
Logan Font ensile Homes, Omaha, Hebraska, 106 Unit a*

m
been tried to- improve these conditions and better housing
has been developed through m combination of popular
agitation* private philanthropy* the creation of special
dwelling centers by certain industries* and of political
37
legislation*
The United States government entered the bousing
field during the World War*

a survey wee made of one

hundred cities to find what tensing was available and
what type of building was z§ eessary to properly house
w a r workers*

In these cities one hundred twenty-eight

sites were selected and projects planned*

Forty of

the

projects were started and slaty contracts had been granted*
Twenty thousand workers had been housed before the
Armistice was signed*

Since there was no longer a

necessity for government building the business was
liquidated in 1910 and housing was turned back to private

The war had done much to create « housing shortage*
Capital had found a more profitable

field for investment#

the attention of workers had been centered upon the prod*
notion of war supplies and home building had practically
ceased*

^

This shortage forced a large proportion of the

M l t h Elmer Woods.* fhe tests of Bad Bousing*

The Annals of the American academy of^Political s M
'' fecial' fej<£iSa»''¥ol» 190* pp.*
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American City population into unused, dilapidated, dwell
ings in areas which we now designate as slums*
and moral effects were terrible*

The social

There was a general

property deterioration? darkness and disease bred discon
tent, disorder, crime and resentment against society*
38
curable ills were fostered*

In-

In many places the Health Department had the power
to clear slum areas but did not do so because they could
not find the answers to the question of where to put the
people while new buildings were being constructed and to
the related question of where to get the money and the
authority to do It*
The Onlted States government again entered the housing
field and attempted to relieve the stress of unemployment
after the depression*

The Emergency Relief and Reconstruc

tion Act of 1932 permitted the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation to make loans to construct, alter, or repair
under government regulation or control, low cost housing
and to effect slum clearance#
Again in 1933 an act of Congress created the Home
38

'
;
■
Edith Elmer Wood, Fh D * # The Costs of Bad Housing,
pp* 145-150j The Annals of the American Academy of
Political and EocTal "Science, Vol* 190;
- pp* Chicago, 1929*
Clifford Shawf Delinquency Areas; * 214
Report of National Commission on Law Observance and
Bnf ore ement» 1931 j
Albion Fellows, Bacon,
Gommunlty,n

"What Bad Housing Means to the
national Housing Association Publications.
Hew York, Deceiver, 1915*

Owners Loan Corporation* the Tennessee Valley Authority,
and the Housing Division of the Federal i&aergenoy
Administration of Fublic Works*

The Home Owners Loan

Corporation was created to finance existing mortgage
debts on residences where mortgagers were in distress*
It was restricted to owners who were in Involuntary default
on June 1933 or whose default at a later date was due to
0
*
circumstances beyong their control*

This was not low cost

housing and did not relieve the housing shortage In any
greater measure than to prevent occupants of these houses
"having to live with someone else*
The Department of Commerce in 1934 made a survey of
housing conditions in a deal Property Inventory®

Much of

the information was used to establish the need of later
housing projects*

In the same year the Federal Housing

Authority was set up for the purpos e of planning and
administrations

Further legislation was enacted in 1935

to create work for the unemployed by public works®

This

legislation established the Works Progress Administration
and the Suburban Resettlement Division of the Resettlement
Administoation®
The construction of new homes was placed under the
authority of the Housing Division of the Public Works
Administration, the Works Progress Administration and the
Resettlement Division ofthe Tennessee Valley Administra
tion*

The duty of the

first named organization was

to clean out slums, build and operate low rent houses,
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supervise the demolition of the old buildings
operation of the new*

and the

The Logan Fontcnelle Homes were

under their supervision*
The work of the Resettlement Division was to plan
low cost housing in suburban areas adjacent to Indirect
centers*

The Twin Elver Project and the Kearney Valley

Project in Nebraska came under their supervision*.

In the

United States seven limited dividend, projects have been.
completed and occupied*
Experience showed the need of both 3~ocal and national
legislation for a long term housing project*

Before this

legislation was completed the Federal Government constructed
fIfty-onw low cost housing projects under the supervision
of the Housing Division of the Public Works Administration*
The list was published in the Harlem River Houses pamphlet
~
■
■
39
by the Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works*

39
Harlem River Housess
Of Public Works*

Federal Emergency Administration

Housing Divisions Howard A* Gray* Hirector* page 15
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Location

The Logan Fontensile Homes project was one

of the fifty-one projects constructed by the Federal
Government#

The boundaries of the Logan Pontenelle

Homes follow#

The south boundary from twentieth street

to twenty-fourth streets is Paul street*

The north

boundary from twentieth to twenty-second streets is a
line approximately two hundred feet south of Clark street;
and from twenty-second to twenty-fourth street the north
boundary is Seward street#

The east boundary is twentieth

street and the west boundary is twenty-fourth street*
The following data were furnished by Mr* Philip
40
Illutznick in an interview of August 8* 1938#
LOGAN PONTENELLE HOMES
How It Game Into Being

rtLogan Pontenelle Homes11 is the

name given to the north side project*

The first applica

tion for this project was made by the city of Omaha to
the Public Works Administration Housing Division*

The

November 1933 National j^dustrial Recovery Act provided
a recovery program in which one section was earmarked
for housing for the amount of one hundred million dollars*

40
Philip Klutsnick, Attorney for the Local Housing
Authority#
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Mayor Hoy Towl

directed assistant city attorney

Philip Klutsnick to see what Omaha could do about getting
a part of that money to use on a housing project which
would put some of her unemployed to work#
A voluntary committee composed 6f fifty leading
citizens was organized.

^

They agreed on the existence of

blighted areas in Omaha and favored the idea of a housing
project for the city#
Mayor TowX then designated a sub-committee of Heal
Estate men headed b y Harry A. Wolf to select a site®
An Architects1 committee and the Local Gnapter of Architects
cooperated to investigate the type of construction#
Photographs were taken of the selected site and informal
applications along the ideas which prevailed in other
Public Works Administration were prepared and forwarded to
the proper authorities®

These applications had a strictly

unemployment approach since no social data were required*
The first application for the south side was sent
and filed at the same time®
In all the Public Works Administration projects, every
thing was done under the direct authority and supervision
of the housing division of the Public Works Administration*
For safety!s sake, to prevent any trouble In construct
ion or operation, the Nebraska Legislature passed Senate
File 256 which authorized the appointment, by the mayor,
of a local housing authority consisting of five members*
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This act was amended in the 1957 session to define
more specifically the authority and duties of the local
hoitsing authority*
The application fox'* the north side project was
approved under Mayor Towl*s administration and work was
begun on the acquisition of property In March 1935*
Louis Dodds was sent from Washington, D* C* to take
over the project*

All lands had been acquired by August

1935 and the last family moved out of the area by January
1936*

At that time contracts were let for demolition®

Each contract was completed before the next one was let*
The following data were taken from the files of the
Logan Pontenelle Homes?
Demolition Contract February 1936®
Foundation Contract August 1936*
Superstructure Contract-November 1936*
Project completed February 22, 1938*
The steps proceeding the beginning of the project were as
follows?
1*

Need shown for slum clearance#

2m

Site determined and ascertained if all property can
be acquired#

3#

Approved by United States Housing Authority*

4*

Property optioned*

5*

Options closed, title acquired*

6#

Buildings demolished, site cleared, no buildings

allowed to be moved to prevent graft®
7,

Foundations put in*

8*

Superstructure erected*

(included plumbing* heating*

etc* by twenty sub-contractors)
9#

Separate contracts let for refrigerators* ranges* shades
and landscaping*

^

"For construction work Union Labor was used*

■t-v '
Works *

Progress Administration laborer worked for one hundred
thirty hours a month and there was a penalty upon the
contractor If any laborer exceeded his rightful number of
hours*
There were twenty sub-contractors and one general
contractor employed under direct contract with the housing
division of the Public Works Administration,

Also employed

were a project manager* an assistant manager* a project
engineer* six architects and engineer assistants* and an
accountant and four stenographers*
The project fulfilled the purpose for which it was
begun *

One half million dollars was paid to labor by the

contractors*

This did not include the salaries of the

administrators of those of the Public Works Administration
employees*
Administration

The project is the property of the United

States and is operated under a lease by the housing authority
of Omaha, Nebraska*

The lease is for sixteen months and is

subject to renewal by the United States Housing Authority*
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By virtue of this lease the United States Housing Authority
can audit the books at any time it sees fit*,
Monthly reports are mailed by the end of the tenth
day which cover all income and expenses*

A budget has been

made up specifically for this project by the United States
Housing Authority in which definite amounts are allocated
for each item per month and the Omaha housing authority
would be called to strict account if the amoxint were ex
ceeded*

Accordingly* the tenants are allowed a certain

amount of electricity per month for their utilities rent*
and meters are placed in the houses which are read by the
local housing authority to see that no tenant exceeds his
allowances and that he pays all excess amounts»
The personnel of the Bogan Fontenelle Homes is as
follows:
1 Manager

1 Engineer

1 Assistant Manager

3 Firemen

1 Bookkeeper* cashier* stenographer

2 Coal-passers

1 Clerk-typist

1 landscape Foreman

1 Superintendent ofMaintenance

1 Carpenter

2 Janitors

1 Handyman

There are two hundred eighty-four units in the project
which is built as row houses and fiats*
complete unit having a private entranc'd*

Each house is a
Westinghouse

refrigerator. Crown gas range and built in kitchen cabinet*
The floors are cement covered witteas®ph&lt tiles and the
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windows are all metal casement type#
Every hovise is as fire proof as it is possible to
make it*

The only wood is in the doors*

Three large laundries equipped with stationary tubs#
hotplates, drying rooms with blower fans to facilitate
drying and a careful program of assignments insure that
the needs of the tenants can be amply cared for*

Garbage

cans are placed at convenient intervals and are emptied
daily by the city collectors*

Papers and tin cans are also

collected ©very day by the janitors#
The lawns are maintained under the charge of a trained
gardener with the help of the men on the force*
Recreation

Large play spaces are provided which are

accessible to each house and are protected from trucks or
cars by large posts spaced too close for their entrance#
Trees planted, at intervals along the grass surrounding
these areas will furnish shade for the warmer days*
As soon as the city improves the park space to the
north of the property the United States housing authority
will equip it with sand boxes, low and high swings, high
slides, turning poles, horizontal b ars and basket ball
equipment*
excluded*

Ho child within or without the project will b e
The use of the equipment will be subject to rules

similar to that now used by the city#

The children will be

under the supervision of the recreation supervisor who has
charge of recreation in the project*
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There are two large recreation rooms in the project*
Each room has a kitchen which is equipped with dishes#
silver,utensils* a refrigerator and range* coatroom* a
toilet, an office and a small storeroom®

There are al3c

one hundred folding chairs, twenty-five folding 0 ard tables
and a piano in each, room®

Oames suitable for both children

and adults are part of the equipment*

Recreational activities

are under the sponsorship of the Works Progress Administration*
There are two full time directors in charge®

An advisory /

board consisting of two members of .jbhe colored ^eutlon# two
members of the white section and two members of the Eellora
Parent Teacher Association has been selected for year-sround
activities which will tend to unite the project to the
whole neighborhood®
The 1938 Summer Recreation Program for Children in
cluded pre-kindergarten classes in tne play areas two mornings
^ecch week| two colored boys clubs arranged according t# ages*,*
sewing classes for girls two days a week; a girl *s a lab and
adult activities*
The Club Hooms are open on. Tuesday and. Friday nights
for the adult members of the project*

An official Hostess

is chosen from the tenants who make t^eir own entertainment*
Parties may be arranged by reservation when the room in not
In use®
Adult recreational activities for the summer of 1938
included a street dance for each sectljon^ a Works Progress
Administration Orchestra evening program for each* and a

ptippet show to which all ages could go*
Requirements for tenancy
1*
2*

Must he a family unit*
Income cannot exceed five times the amount of rent
unless there are three or more children, then it can
he six times the rent.

The flexible make up of the

^family is studied and estimate of required, needs for
clothing and food Is considered,

(a minimum standard

Is not yet known)
3*

Heed for housing, Ho tenant comes from standard homes,

4*

Continuous income means the total family Income,

l*hie

Is closely checked,
5®

Applicant’s general desirability is checked? gets along
with his neighbors, etc#
The four steps required before a family can become

a tenant are?
1«

Applicant files a formal application copy*

2*

If application meets all requirements, home Investigator

makes a visit and fills in regular forms#
A blank requesting Information Is sent to employer or
employers *
3,

If employer’s reports and investigator^

report show

applicant Is eligible, a credit report and character report
from the Credit Bureau Is obtained,
4,

All files are scored by the housing manager, Sam Howell,

or the assistant manager, E» M«. Ouren#

After eligibility Is
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established the applicant is notified when there is a
vacancy*.

If applicant is not eligible he is notified but

no reason la given for non-eligibility*
Initial occupancy began March X* 1938 with one hundred
twenty families.
came occupants•

On March 15* 1938 forty more families be
The dwellings gradually filled unit! May

24, 1938 when every unit was occupied.
Each tenant signed a lease which clearly stated the
twenty-eight conditions of occupancy*

He was thereby held

responsible for reasonable care of the property both inside
and outside.

All pictures* shades, awnings* ctirtains, and

carpets were to be placed under certain regulations which
prevent marring of walls, floors, or woodwork *

Windows

must be free from loose articles or placards* and hallways
and sidewalks kept free of obstructions of any kind*
Children must play in play areas and not on the side
walks,

In fact these twenty-eight conditions are designed

for the safety, comfort and welfare of all of the occupants
of the Logan Pontenelle Homes,
There have been a few voluntary removals.

Some moved

out of town, a small number bought homos, two or three
families went back to live with their relatives and a few
were dissatisfied with the requirements.
be removed for lack of rental.
moved v^ithout eviction notice.

Only one had to

He became unemployed and
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How the Project Meets Low Income Heeds

The question

RHow docs tho project, The Logan Pontenelle Homes, meet
the need for low income groups?”

is best answered by this

table showing the range of income of the occupants on
August 1, 1938*
TABLE I
HAHOB OP INCOME
of
THE HBSIDSHTB OP LOOAH FONTSHELLS HOMES
Income
$ 500 to

White

Hegro

800

10

6

801 to

1000

25

17

1001 to

1200

55

37

1201 to

1500

66

31

1501 to

1800

21

15

Over 1800
Total

3
178

"

"1
108

Since less than one seventh of the tenants receive over
fifteen hundred dollars and the requirements are such
that only those ar© eligible who were in need of housing
within the low range group, It would seem that the project
has met the need in so far as the number of units allowed*

Children and Schools

The number'of children living

in the project ware divided as to ages In the following
ways
7ABIS II
CHIIDHCT LIVIHG IH T H E PROJECT AS TO A-OES
Age of Child

Whit#
Boys

Heg;
Girls

Boys

Girls

Under 2

26

26

4

3

2 to 5

42

34

12

17

6 to 12

36

41

U

23

13 to 16

13

23

7

8

17 to 18

4

6

2

2

Counting the children from six to eighteen as of school
age, there are living in thej project one hundred twenty*
three white children and fifty*three negro children or
a total of one hundred seventy*six children*

Of this

number, sixty«eight children entered Kellom School by
May 24 *r 1938*

A number of the children continued in the

school to which they had been going before moving so that
there might not be a break in the semester’s school, work#
Some of the children attended high school so there was
no shift or transfer of schools for them*

A few children

were attending parochial schools and the parents continued
their schooling in those schools until the end of the
school year*

Ho data were available’as to the school to

whieh the above mentioned children would be sent*

Two

extra teachers were sent to Kollom School in April to
take care of the increased teaclalng load*
Any change in the number on the teaching staff at
Kellom for the fall semester awaited the enrollment of
the first few weeks of school*

Statistics for the cost

of Public Housing to the Omaha Public Schools will not
be available for at least two years.®
A survey of tho addresses discloses that eighty-four
families formerly living in the area moved into adjoining
neighborhoods which were still in the Kellom School
District so that the children from these families did not
need to change schools®
Housing and Economic Conditions in Area Before 1935
A table showing where former residents lived in 1938
is shown below*
TABLE III

MOBILITY OF FORMER RESIDENTS OF THE AREA
A*

Families Moved to immediate
Keighborhoods
North of Project

38

South of Project
East of Project

15

West of Project

24

B*

0 */

D<a

Families Moved to neighborhoods
In Adjoining School Districts
Horth of Grace and Hast of
twenty-third street

8

Horth of Ohio from sixteenth
to twanty-flrst

4

Horth of Ames between twentysixth and thirty-fifth

4

South of Dodge and west of
twenty— fourth

6

Other Omaha School Districts
West of thirty-fifth street

1

South Omaha

4

Florence

2

Outside of Omaha
Sarpy County

Bellevue Road

East Omaha
E*

2
3

Unlisted in 1937 or 1938 Directories
Business firms unlisted in 1937 or
1938 directories*

2

Families not listed in the 1937 and
1938 City directories or by Visiting
Hurse Association or County Assistance
Bureau records*
32
Total families listed as toresidence.

152

Information pertaining to the mobi3.ity of the former
residents of the area and to the condition of the homes
to which they moved may be compared in another manner*
That is a comparison as to ownership and condition of
the houses in the area*

or the houses demolished in the area now occupied
by the Logan Fontenelle Homes, fifty~nine percent were
occupied by their owners*

They were well kept, usually

painted, and presented a good appearance.
nice lawns, shrubbery and flowers.

The yards h a d

Most ox* them had a

vegtable garden to the side or in the rear*
On all sides of these home-owned properties were
houses,
rapidly.
repair*

to let.

These rental properties were deteriorating

Very few of them were either painted or in good
Tenants tor© boards from the siding to replenish

their fires and roofs were crudely patched when a roof-flrel
or weathering forced the landlord to do something to keep V
them in use.

Windows were left unmended when broken, porch

posts rotted off and let the porch roofs sag at queer angles
and boards from floors and steps were often missing.

The

yards were patches of weeds in which trash and ashes were
thrown at random.

Where houses were torn down, the lots

grew up in weeds as high as a man*s head,
The ruins of a church had been left for several years
the roof caved in because its members were too poor
to do much with it.

After they managed to roof the base—

ment for their use, the scattered bricks and mortar made
41
a very unsightly picture**
41~

' “
'
~
Pleasant Green Baptist Church on the north east
corner of twenty-second, and Paul streets,
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Tenants who would occupy the type or property
pictured above could not be depended upon to build up the
neighborhood*

Therefore, the home owners had no opportunities

to sell their property*
borhoods

They were 11frozen in” this neigh

The government purchased their property at a

fair price and thereby released their money for the purchas
ing of homes in better neighborhoods«

The conditions of

the home-owners were therefore definitely bettered*
Of the forty-one percent of homes which were rental
property no records v/ere available in Omaha*

When the

transfer of title had been completed the records were sent
to Washington, B« G. and are not accessible**

Mr* Klutznlek

stated that most of this property which did not belong to
the heirs of one estate was held on tax titles*

By various

means the purchaser of these tax titles avoided the burden
of tax-paying to such an extent that of the approximately
twenty-thou sand dollars taxes due per annum, an estimated
fifteen thousand was delinquent and had been for a long
period of years#
In as much as conditions for the homo-owners were
definitely bettered, the problem then was to discover,
if possible, the housing conditions of the other fortyone percent*
The families which moved Into dwellings In the Kellos
School District chose those which they were able to afford#
They seldom were able to get better houses but at least
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they were not poorer than the houses which they had left*
The families moving into the districts north of
Ghlo street and those south of Dodge were In neighborhoods
which have been maintained on a higher standard than were
the former homes*
The following conclusions therefore are found concern**
ing the housing and economic conditions of former residents
of the area®
1®

Fifty-nine percent of the families were definitely

bettered eco n o m i c a l ^ and socially®

Their assets were

freed to purchase homes in higher economic and more socially
adequate neighborhoods«
2®

Forty-one percent found little change in the conditions

of housing*
TABLE IV
UTILITIES AND SERVICE DISTRIBUTION
for
FORMER RESIDENTS OF THE AREA
Number of former residents of the area
using telephones*— — — -•—

•-— -— — —

-29

Number of former residents of the area
using electricity***—

—

— —

-- — <

145

Number of former residents of the area
whose residences were connected with city
water

177

Number of former residents of the area using

gas

44

59
TABLE V
UTILITIES AND SERVICE DISTRIBUTION
for
LOGAN FOHTEHULLE HOMES RESIDENT
Number of Logan Fontenelle Homes
residents using t e l e p h o n e s ™ — —

— — ■----— -— — 77

Number of Logan Fontene lie Homes
residents

using electricity— — --- —

---- —

234

\

Number of Logan Fontenelle Homes
units connected with city water--—

—

-— — — 284

Number of Logan Fontenelle Homes
residents using gas— — ----- —

— ----

-284

Table ¥ shows that the number using telephones
Increased 4* Q%«

18*9$ of the former residents of the

area used telephones while 23*5^ of the Logan Fontenelle
Homes residents use them*

It should be mentioned, too*

that there is a pay telephone in the Logan Fontenelle Homes
office which is at the disposal of the tenants at any
hour when the office is open*

A probable cause of the

difference in number using telephones

is that the former

residents of the area were, an unselected group many of
whom will be shown to have received aid after moving*
They were therefore unable to afford a telephone*
The same reason would hold true for the use of electri
city, water and gas®

However, here it must be noted that

the Logan Fontenelle residents were not eligible as tenants
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in the project unless they were living in sub-standard
homes*
The housing standard and use of utilities is for
them very much better*

The increase in fch© number of

users of the utilities and electricity also improves
economic conditions in the city*,
The City .Directory for 1935 listed the occupations
of the people then residing in the area now covered, by
the Logan Fontenelle Homes as the following table shows»

TABLE ¥1
OCCUPATIONS OF FORMER RESIDENTS OF THE AREA
Proprietors of business having that
business in the district-—
Unskilled Laborers—
—

Pastors- — — —

— ------ — — --24

---------- ~—

—

-

Car Drivers-

-----—

------ — — ---- —

-----

Rabbi---- — — ----

—

— --

*---— -— -— — —

— — —
—

7

2

•«---

*-2

Plasterers-— — — ----------------- >
— ---- ---Peddlers

---

•---- -— ----- <-----

Funeral Director-------- ----------------— — —
—

-—

Caretaker— — -— —

— — — -—
— — ---- — —
-

Bricklayer—

-------- X

-- ---— — — ■
---------- *1
-- -- ------- ----—

1

Occupations of Former Residents (continued)
Porters— ---- -— ■
— ■— ■
— •— — *--- —
Clerks-

— - -- — —

Janitors-

— — *—

Salesmen—

------—

.— - ™ -- -—
--- —

«—

— ■
—

.
—

— ---------- -— 4

:
— ----------------- >.— .3

— —— «»••*.*►»«»«•»«■•.*.*».<_•«•

•*••4
----------X

-

Radio Repairer---- — ■
— -*— •— — — ----- —
Foreman — — — — -- ------ -— -— .— „ « — .----Car Wrecker*
Helpers

------- --------------—

-— *■— — *-- — — — -------- «— —

Waiters—

-- *— — ---*— — ---- ----—

-1

~--- --- — x
----

------— -- — — -—
-

— --- ------- — — — --- —

Stationary Fireman— — -- —

2

---- ---- — -2

Lineman- - — ■
---- — -------------- — -- - — — ------*— —
Mechanics

.«2

-------- ----- .4

Truckers*— ----- ■
------------------ •
-- ■— ---- — ---Maids™---

3

—X

— ------- -— — 4

---------- *-- ----- -— -1

----— — — -- -— 1
Fire Department Captain----- — — — — •
Boiler Washer— —
Butchers— *— — —

----- — — >— — --——————— ———— —— X
— — — .— -— — ----- -— .
— — ------ .—

— 3

Assistant Circulation Manager-— — -— — — — — — — — *1
Plumber---- *— *— — -----Furn 1 ture Rapa irer--— — —

Fireman-

— —

Total Listed Occupations—

.-- — — 1
----- —--- - — — — — -— ♦— — 1

— .--- -----*— ---- -— — — 1
— — — — — ----— *— — 129
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TABLE TOE
00 GUPATI ON DISTHIBUT ION OF
THE LOGAN FONTENELLE HOMES AREA ACCORDING
TO EACH
White
C IeFlfS' *

-»<»» »■«»» *W)—

** i m utk w »■— — ’K *n «n <■»

Sa 1 esTHcr* «»•■«»'— «w.ini —

47

17

<** m u m e / w * — — »».«■.««.

yifedhsrIos*** ■"»*««»*■>*■*•*—10

Street Care Operators*** 8

Truck Drivers*—

B akera— ****-— ******* ** 8

Attorneys*—

Unskilled Labor**—**—

*— 8

Bar Tender********** 1

Skilled Laborers— ****** 6

Butchers***— ******* 7

****** 1

1

Bus Drivers

Prj
Waiters—

’

4

Firemen— * ««»»»»—■»■*»«».■»■*'*»— 4

4

Hide Inspector—

>*1

-Iajd tors* ***** * * n.——,
—■— *9

Teachers
COOkS* now — —
NUr^eS —

8

— mxlHiwwm.— Win -3

Labor er s***~ ***** ***16

2

Mechanic************ 1

w** w m n n

M n m n — w as—

Barbers -f*T*tortnp~WjHfryjt#-

Musicians— ********* 8

Pplpr

12

Battery men************** 2

Porters*******—

Bo okk e eper s********** * <•«* 3

Ho ■H« Porters—

Butcher— ******—

***** 1

Pensioner s********** 7

Cab BrIver3~~~-~*~~~*~*~~2
Call C 1 erks *************** 3

Service Station
_Operators****** ***** 1
So Idl era*—
**** 2

Cashiers— *******—

Truck Driver******** 1

Chemist**-cm<*»«» •*»

*****•4

ftppgwi rwci w »<»al»CT<!»ca

Crane Operator*—

j,

*****1.

?¥CtXwt5A

*** 6

26

Fire Ligl^er*~ **** ** 1

Occupations Residents Logan Fontenelle (continued}
Whits

Negro

Braftsm©n****-*********3

Undertaker. —

Pi reman**—

Beauty Operators*****^

*******— -~1

Janl tors— **■**.**—

*— 3

Elevator Operator****!

»1

Lanndr e.ss © s ** —* * **»*«■><■»2

—»■

*3.

Oooke***********-*— — *2

«»■■»■!

Phar mstclsts*— * *— ***2

Keimeliisa-*— *—
Op tlC an— **

*

ni l

ma mm mm ■mtmm mm.—

En/si.neer^-** »***■*.
■»*

.-*— ***1

Por ter*'*4**** **— «»«»»»»<—o» — I

Policeman*******—

P ensioners {Government
and Industrial— -**— 8
Pressor**— — -—
— *1

Stenographer ™ — ««,„!

Radio Announcer-—

Tailor***—

**!

!

Physiclan***~***~**~*l
******!

Ha4io Operator*-******!
"n

^Service Station Opera*
tors—
*******— — — ,*2
Soda Cleric^******—
Soldier—

*1

*******---- *1

Superintendent Labor
Group***** ************1
Traixim©tt**************2 ■
Stenographers***-**«— -2
Or ©am Sampler—
Sales Women—

**—
**—

1■
2

Telephone Operator****!
0 arpenter—

***-*1

A comparlslon of Table i m and Ta ble VII shows that
the former residents of this area had a much larger number
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of unskilled laborers and a smaller proportion of*
people In the professional and supervisory groups*
Since the tenancy of* the Logan Fontenelle Homes depends
upon a regular income, that group would naturally show
■a larger number of* its people employed in the skilled
1 aibor and professional occupations than would the tinselected group which lived in the area in 1935*
Health Service

A survey of the records of the Visit

ing Nurse Association furnished the data for the compar
ison of the services rendered to the families of the
Former Residents of the area and the Logan Fontenelle
Homos Residents*

TABLR Fill
VISITS

mm

BY THE VISITING WORSE ASSOCIATION TO

FORMER RESIDENTS OF THE AREA FOR THE PERIOD EXTENDING
FROM
JANUARY 1, 1055 to AUGUST I, 1938
Year
1935—

Visits Made
m m t m m m mm-mm mm-mm m m m m m

a*a*—*>«•»«•'

mm a m m m mm mm mm

ia»■»■aiI
f

mm -.mm wm .m m m m m mm m m m m mm- m m m m

1936—

——

193?*.*^.— * ^ * . .

a.***

1938—

— =
—

— — •
-- —

Total-—

— —

—

238
ISO'

— 179
—

--- 102

---- „ --- ------ _ --- -— 705

Over the same period of time the families now
living In the Logan Fontenelle Homes

records were

studied and show the following care to have been received*

TABLE IX
VISITS HADE BY TBS VISITING BURSE ASSOCIATION TO
TEE RESIDENTS OF LOGAN FONTENSLLE HOMES
Year

Vlsits Made

10 35**

*** * *

1936—
I

Q

S

T

w

«■>.»»-

— . mm ■— ■ » — I «Hi

»> . .

■“

''•■'•••SSiO

—

200

* * — * * * » « »

« ,

19 *36

* * * * * * * * * * * * " * * * » '■*■' < m ra i» '# » .< « » .i nL.n>f .<*■ m w

Total
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TABLE X
COMPARISON OF 0AR1 RECEIVED

from m m A m i ,
mmm

1935 to augost 1, 193s

as to families A m rircrhtaoe
receiving case
~
T
¥
'

Subject

Number of
F&i&llies

________
Former Residents
of Area'***»
»
»
«
»
»
«
■
«
■
«
*—>.
0.«
«
■»
■
»—t

___
•
»
'
*

Number of
Families
Served
___

Percentage
of total
number of
Families

«***—>u.
«
■
»
«
——i
—«««•—»>—ftfj

^

Logan Fontenelle
Since these visits may be paid for b y the families
if they are able to do s o f the larger percentage of calls
may be accounted for by the fact that a regular income
makes possible better care*

TABLE XI
VISITING N0RSES ASSOCIATION VISITS TO CASES HAVING
TUBERCULOSIS AND TO CONTACT

FAMILIES OF FORMER

RESIDENTS OF AREA
Tear
_____

fJumber of Families
Visited

1 9 3 5

--------------- —

------- —

1 9 3 6

mim-mmmmmm m m - m - m m - m *

~

m m m r-rnm m v mm rnm- 3

193V—
1

9

3

8

—

-------- - S ------- —

—

Number of Visits
Made

-------

mm •mm * m m j mm ■»<«■«— .w

d

3 1

«n ■« mm-'imk-mm * m

m <»

»— —

9

mm-mm-mm -

-------------------— —

O tjSX1
***>■-»
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mm mm wm-mmrnm mmmmmm mm m m -m i mm

3,S —

—

mmmm rnmmrnmm mm. mm *»»»■(»«•: mm-mrn mmmrnmm mm mm

0

00

table m x
VISITING NURSES ASSOCIATION VISITS TO CASES OF
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES HI THE FAMILIES OF
FORMER RESIDENTS OF THE AREA
Year

Number of Families
Visited

Number of Visits
Made

1933————————— —————————————0 —— ——— — —— —————————————**0
1936------------------- ----- 0 — —
193V*---- -------—
1930—

Total

—

—

----—

-- --------------— —

---— 0

-18 ‘

— --0——— ----------------- 0

.
------- ---------1— --------

-18
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TABLE XIII
VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION VISITS TO CASES HAVING
TUBERCULOSIS AND TO CONTACTS IN THE
FAMILIES OF LOGAN FONT'NTELLS
RESIDENTS
Year

Number of Families
Visited.________

1935 ---

Humber of Visits
Made

— ---- >— ----— -— 56

— -- — ------8 ~----

1937 — —

65

1938 ------------ .— — — 5----

— ---

Total-*—

—

24-—

--28

*----------- -268

TABLE XIV
VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION VISITS TOCASES OF
LOGAN FONTENELLE HOMES RESIDENTS
Families Visited

1935— — — — — — ----1936— *— — ------ —
1937—

----- —

1938—

—

Total—

Visits Made

3 — — --- *--- ----— —

6~ • -

----------------------- --- --- — 1
*--- — ----*-3----------- — ---- ■--- *37

— ----- ------ — 4 —

— -----

--------11— - --------

—

16
*60

-

Year

No specific tables were made for the large number
of cases pertaining to child care for two reasons;
1*

The captions on the records did not differentiate

between Infant care which was necessitated because of
lack of nutrition* sunlight* proper ventilation and
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sanitation* and those which came under the heading of
a pre-school cheek up or from those which were followup cases from the Baby Station*
2*

The records did not state whether the mails were

charity calls or whether paid for by the patients#
This was particularly true of eases of pre-natal and
post-natal care* and post-operative cases#
The relationship of the number of calls to the
income or to housing conditions therefore could not be
established*
The number of calls to a home in which there is
tuberculosis must b e very large*

For the protection t©

other members of the family and to the community* a
careful cheek must be mad© upon both those who are ill
and the contacts*

Table XXII* therefore* show© a total

of two hundred sixty-eight visits made to twenty-four
families of began Fontenelle Homes* as compared to
Table XII which shows eighty-five visits made to twelve
families of former residents of the area*
For the good health of the community a very close
check-up of contagious diseases is also necessary*
Table XII shows us that former residents of the area
were more fortunate in that they had only one family
under the care of the Visiting Burse Association be
cause of contagious disease while the Xogan Fontenelle
Homes residents had eleven families*

The writer had
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to be very careful about drawing too definite conclusions
about that because many families of the Kellom school
a end their contagious disease cases to the City Emergency
Hospital where they are under the care of the City Health
Department*

They would therefore not be under the care

of the Visiting Hursa Association nor recorded in their
files,,,
The years from 1935 to 1937 found both groups of
families living in inadequate homes*

The health conditions

in the two groups which depend upon adequate housing were
therefore comparable as shown in Table VIII*
To the one hundred fifty-two families of former
residents of the area six hundred-three visits were made
by the Visiting Hurse Association during the period from
January 1, 1935 to December 31, 1957*
of 3* 96 visits per family*

This was an average

During the same period visits

made to the two hundred eighty-four families which now
reside in Logan Fontenelle Homes numbered seven hundred
41
eighty-one*

This was an average of 2 039 visits per family*

It Is evident that the families of the former residents
of the area required more visits per family then did those
families which no?/ reside in the Logan Fontenelle Homes*
H

Table IX
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The portion of the year of 1938 in which
occupied has another story to tell®

the project was

To the families of

the former residents of the area, sixty— seven hundredths
visit per family were made hy the Visiting Nurse Association
from January 1, 193S to August 1, 1938 while to the
families of the Logan Fontenelle Homes one and twentythree hundredths visits per family were made*

However the

majority of these visits were for pre-natal and post-natal
care and infant health*

As has been stated before, no

record told whether ties© visits were paid for or not*
The predominance of visits made which had to do with
Infant Health, therefore, would indicate that the tenants
of the Logan Fontenelle Homes were aware of the importance
of child health*
Another health record was mad© by wards and showed
the results of tuberculosis skin tests that were given
to the high school students by the Nebraska Tuberculosis
Association, Miss Alice Marshall, Executive Secretary 5 and
the follow up work done by the Visiting Nurse Association**
The record for Ward Three was used because the Logan
Fontenelle Homes are In that Ward*
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TABLE XV
TU3EROXJLOSIS SiCIH TESTING
AMONG HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS IN OMAHA WARD THESE
* Humber *
♦ Total Per-t Humber *
# Percent :Percent
*
• Gent of
w
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:
V of totaltWard 3
©
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1
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Total High i
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*
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Miss Marshall stated that a reset Ion Indicated only
that the Individual had acquired the germs at some time,
not necessarily that the disease Is active at the present
time*

The only way to tell whether the positive reactor

has the disease la to have an X-ray taken*

This was done

as followsi
One thousand three hundred six-teen Reactors, Ward Three,
Ninety** five Reactors *

Seven hundred forty-six Reactors

with X-ray taken, Ward Three, Fifty-eight Reactors, with
X-ray taken Sixty-one percent*
Only fifteen families In Ward Three paid for their
X-rays*

Explanation of the ■statistics V Miss Marshall

felt that the figures Indicated, since the percentage of
Reactors was higher in Ward Three than in the general
high school population tested, that there must be more
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active eases in Ward Three with which, these individuals
could have come in contact* beeaus© contact over a consid
erable period of time is the only way that tuberculosis
can be acquired*
The problem is closely related to the housing problem*
With the crowded conditions known.to exist in Ward Three*
Children would necessarily be in close contact with any
42
active cases or tuberculosis©
Another Ward study of the Family Welfare Association
submitted February 6* 1935 is to be found on the next page*
This is the only relief record available for that year
because all Federal Emergency Relief Administration records
previous to 1936 are in the vaults at the state capitoi
and are not open to anyone at this time (August 1* 1930*)
The study is for Ward Three of which t he area covered by
the Logan Fontenelle Homes is a small part*

W© do have

the county assistance records for 1956* 1937* and part of
1938*

These were used as a basis for comparison of the

two groups of families for those years©

m ----------------------- ---------

Page one of ther ©port as presented to the n e i g h b o r h o o d
Council Ward Three* February 6* 1935 by Miss Alice
Marshall* Entitled "Tuberculosis Skin Testing Among
High School Pupils in OmaSa »ir Ward Three

**i*aiMiwrMll1Trir immiTirw— m*TrmrT'‘~r~i*iTnw|rT~t"~—-ffnrnnfflfumi irrnr^mirrBirn'wwi mii'nTriririMiimn
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LLl

Roller
T iiB L E X V I
a SfUDI OP FORTY THREE CAE

SS OB' DEPENDENCY

IK WARD THREE
Humber

Percent

Couples

14

32*7

Divorced

13

30*2

Unmarried Couples

3

Widowed

5

11*3

Separated

5

11*3

Deserted

0

5

Single Woman

1

2*5

Widower

0

O

Total

7

43

100

Couples

32*7

Unmarried Couples

7
39.7

Broken Homes

Percent

Percent

Widowed

11.3

Divorced

30*2

30*2

Separated

11*3

11.5

Deserted

5
57*8

5
46*5

live in rooms (31)

72%

Moved more than once during
Children
Average to a Family

95
2

1934

53*6%

(continued)
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Number kbove school age

11

11*5$

Number below school age

24

25$

Number of school age

60

The Social Service Exchange averages live agencies
43
registered on each family.
The following tables are based on the figures taken
from the files of the County Assistance Bureau* using the
card files of residents as given by the 1935 City Directory
and the office file of the Logan Fontenelle Homes*
TABLE XVII
DIRECT RELIEF RECEIVED BY FORMER RESIDENTS OF THE AREA
AFTER M0YIm

FROM THE AREA IAB#AEY 1 # 1936 TO
A0G0ST 1 # 1938

Year

Amount

1936

#169*85

1937

518.57

1938

250*75

Families went to Works Progress Administration without
having relief--17*
Number of families now on direct relief— 2*

TS

:
”
Submitted by Mrs* Florence Spangler* Family
Association* February 6 , 1935#

TABLE XVIII
direct m z z w

received b y logan fqhtenblle homes

BEFORE AMD AFTER MOVING TO THE PROJECT
JANUARY 1 > 1936 TO AUGUST 1 # 1938
leap

Amount

1936

$8*00

193?

75*26

1938

Hone

Families on Direct Relief who went on Works Progress
Admin!stration—

-1*

Families went to Works Progress Administration without
having r e l i e f - ™ - ! *
Humber of families now on direct relief-*— — 0*
In as much as the families applying for residency
in the Logan Fontenelle Homes must have a regular income
and a good credit- rating,

"the two-hundred eighty-four

families would be a more select group and therefore
more apt to have avoided the necessity of having to
have relief*
TABLE XIX
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE RECEIVED' BY FORMER RESIDENTS OF
THE AREA AFTER MOVING FROM THE AREA
JANUARY 1, 1936 TO AUGUST 1, 1938
Year

Humber.;

Amount

1936

none

none

193?

none

none

1938

non©

none
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TABLE XX
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE RECEIVED BY LOGAN FONTENELLE HOMES
RESIDENTS BEFORE AND AFTER MOVING INTO THE
PROJECT JANUARY 1* TO AUGUST I, 1936
Number

Amount

7

# 939»

6

1215*60

7

1062*80
Seven pensioners reside in the Logan Fontenelle

Homes*

The pension is considered as a regular income*

In two homes both the husband and the wife receive old
age assistance*

As the table shows there was no record

of old age assistance being given t o a 1935 resident*
TABLE XXI
AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN OF FORMER
RESIDENTS OF THE AREA
Year

Number

1935

none

1936

none

1937

none

1938

none
The children In two families on direct relief were

considered when the budgets were made*
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TABLE XXII
AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN OF
LOGAN FOBTBHELLE-BOMES RESIDENTS
Number of children

Amount or Aid

5

#2X6*

8

589*61

7

580*55
TABLE XXIII

BLIND AID TO: FORMER RESIDENTS OF THE ABBA.
Yean

Amount

1936

#2 0 0 *

1937

240*

1938

100*
TABLE XXIV

BLIND AID TO LOGAN FONTENELLE HOMES RESIDENTS
Yean

Amount

1936

none

1937

none

1958

|19*70
tee blind couple of the 1935 residents received

blind aid for the full time*

A brother of one of the

Logan Fontenelle Homes residents same to live with her
in August* Since

this resident

mother on her small income
arranged for thetransfer
in which he had lived

as

was supporting an
a clerk* the

aged

social worker

of his blind aid from the

county

to Douglas County to make It possible
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for them to live la the project and allow his sister
to take care of him®
Service of Police department

From the duplicate Jail,

records of the Omaha Police Department the following
data were taken®

"These pertained to the number and kinds

of police and ambulance calls and arrests that were made
in that territory now covered by the Logan Fontenelle
Homes* or* of people living in that area from January
1* 1838 to August* 1* 1938#
TABLE XXV
POLICE AND AMBULANCE &BBB3TS AMP CALLS
Cause

t 1935 Z 1936 * 1937 I 1938
O
I
S
fr
t
l
Drunk
s 16 £ 11
t 80
1 30
ff
tt
t
'
%
?
f
t
Disturb Peace
5
t 76 t 14 & 28
S
•
•
f
£
ft
t
ft
t
Complaining
t
$
t
£
♦
2
7
Witness
ft
t
2
i 20
9
t
£
1
%
f
Heckles a
t
ft
ft
t'
t
4
Driving
5
f
t 11
t 15 z
a
t
£
ai
*
2
Speeding
1
S
f.
£ U
t
fa
t
•
S
f
S
Investigation
e 14 t 2 1 i 25 t 11
t
s
r
z
2
Assault Battery
4
t
t
i
$
f
f
Z
ftt
ft
t
%
9
Prostitution
£
ft
£
t
2
and Vagrancy
6
t
7 2
1
%
f
t
f
t
f
t
•
*
■
ft
*
ft
*
Disorderly House f
S
I
$
f
t
4 %
Proprietor
1
s
ft
$
Z
1
t
I
ft
t
Inmate Disorderly t
f
i
%
House
t
t
t
i
•ft

* Petals £
I
1
£
£ 137
I
£
t
£ 115
t
S
Z
38
%
t
%
1
i
t
f
t
35
•
f
t
z
z
14
£
z
t
71
£
S
z
6
t
%
I
:
«
f
5t
£
£
£
£
2

1

15

z

■mft

l
5

I
i

z
t

ax

(continued)
Cause

% 1935 i 1936 i 1937 g 1938 s Totals g

Petit Larceny
Improper iluto
License

$
1
f
*
o

s
s
♦
*

5

&

m

i

i

i

%

Malicious deatruetion of
property
Carrying Concealed weapons
Violation city
ordinance
Fugitive from
Justice

t
o
e

%

%

t

2

s

%

$

§

%

s
*
*
s
s
o

1

0

t

*
*
#

1
§

t

Violation State f
Statute
2

Law

Improper Park
ing

t

? :X

T
t

S
1
I
1

■1

Incorrigibility t
i
Operating Oar
Influence of
s
Liquor

■5

Violation of
House R o d

e
o

f
-1
l

1

*

t

i

I

1

t

s

totals

1

3
i

1

.

*

$
3
2
2
I
f
3
3
2
3

3
«
f
S
3

2

1

4

3

2
1

t
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3
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2

3
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*
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t

t
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2

•

%
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3
•

3
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5
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GRAPH X
COMPARISON OF THE HUMBER OF ARRESTS IH
1935 AND 1938
DRUNKS

.“ --— ---------------

DISTURBING THE PEACE

.-- 1-------------

COMPLAINING WITNESS H ----RECKLESS DRIVING H Z -SPEEDING

—

INVESTIGATION

^
V ’ '■J ;ASSAULT AND BATTEEX -- —
■> i•
Vt
*
PROSTITUTION AND VAGRANCY H
' = 'V
.•
*V ^
DISORD -RLY HOUSE PROPRIETOR “
PETIT LARCENY
.•
4'

~
.■

.l

.

IMPROPER AUTO LICENSE ~
MALICIOUS DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY ~
CARRYING CONCEALED WEAPONS “
^*
VIOLATION CITY ORDINANCE '*ir

FUGITIVE FROM JUSTICE "
INTERNAL REVENUE LIQUOR LAW *
IMPROPER PARKING r
VIOLATION HOUSE ROLL “
INCORRIGIBILITY

HT-

IMPROPER LIGHTS ~
------ TEN RECORDED ARRESTS IN 1935
------ TEN RECORDED ARRESTS IN 1938

A& shown in Table XXV there was a large break In
the number of arrests after 1935 in all charges excepting
investigation*

In as much as this area was fenced and

brightly lighted as soon as demolition had been completed*
and a watchman guarded the place after working hours* there
were only those calls which arose from troubles in the
adjoining neighborhoods or from disobedience to traffic
rules by ear drivers*
All 1938 calls were from the streets surrounding the
area and none wei’e from residences in the project*

The

cost therefore to the city for police protection to that
area was materially lessened after the project was started*
Services of the Fire Department

The records for the Fire

Department are kept in a different manner*

They are kept

as company records in performance and amount of equipment
used*

Seven companies serviced the Logan Fontenelie Homes

area and extended their services in all directions with
the station as a center*
The records of the seven companies for the years
1935, 1935, 193*7 and the city total Is given to show how
that area compares with that of the whole city,

The

records of 1938 will not be available before December 31,
1938*

There have been two large fires in buildings close

to the railroad tracks at twenty-first and Nicholas this
summer*

These are just one block from the project and were

serviced by the same fire companies*

84
4 s lias been before stated the buildings in the

project are fireproof throughout with the exception of
the doors#

Inflammable cleaning fluid is forbidden by

the lease so fire calls are limited to neighborhood build
ings*
The homes which were demolished were very old and
not fireproof so many fires could be expected although
the total amount of fire loss might be small*
The records for Engine Companies one* three, four*
six, fourteen and fifteen and Hook and Ladder Company two
were copied for the years 1935* 1936, 1937*

The report
44
of hours of use for the equipment was also copied*
Inspections of buildings made by Senior Captains

numbered seven hundred fifty-seven#

City total inspections

made by Senior Captains were three thousand four hundred
thirty-nine and by Junior Captains two thousand seven
hundred sixty-five*

There was a decrease of one hundred

sixty-five alarms in 1935 but an Increase in the amount
of fire loss which was caused by the destruction of
RIvett Lumber and Coal Company at forty-first and Lake
Street*

This was seventeen blocks west of th© project so

had nothing to do with it*
A city total increase of one thousand three hundred
ana one alarms wifck & twenty-one thousand two Hundred

44
Report of Omaha Fire Department for 1935

a even fire loss reduction was reported for 1936*
Record© for inspections for 1936 were as followss

The

Senior Captains inspected five hundred forty-eight
buildings and Junior Captains inspected six hundred and
on© buildings for the companies one* three* four* six*
45
fourteen* fifteen and two®
City inspection totals by Senior Captains were three
thousand one hundred seventy-eight# by Junior Captains
two thousand eight hundred thirty-two buildings.#
In 193? there were seven hundred ninety fewer alarms
with an increase in fire losses of thirty-seven thousand
eight hundred twenty-one dollars*

This was attributed to

the fire in the uninsured building belonging to the
United States Government at twenty-second and Hickory
street* and to lack of inspection due to lack of man
46
power*
Ho aoJBpax*£&ens can be mad© as to the number of fire
calls to the area direct or to the amount of fir© losses
in that area®

It canb© definitely stated that fireproof

units covering that area are a saf ©-guard to neighboring
properties and to the public school which is directly
across the street south*

n r------------— --------------------Report of Omaha Fire Department for 1936*

46
Report of Omaha Fire Department for 1937*
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tow Rent Housing Heed

la Part XI of the application

of the housing authority for financial assistance for a
tow-rent Housing and Slum Clearance Project, the need lor
low rent housing was shown by giving the following facts

.

from the Heal Property Xmventory made in Omaha in 1936*
Total dwellings in eity-----*-----— ™ * —

60489

Owner Qfiriipi fed—— '
— —"—**<■»— —»—■«——»<»

«■»«»»«.>

X^enant Oocu.o ied*°——“**'*****—«■>—«■ «««-»*»<«*q»n»»

«»««»»*■»>»»»30 8 2 6

Vacant— — ■

880

-- -— -—

Total vacant units In 1936 aggregated 3* Z% of the
total number of dwelling units In the city*

The greatest

proportion of vacancies that were available w ere for rentals*
The Heal Estate Board Vacancy Survey of April 1938,
showed that there were seven hundred fifty-nine houses
and one hundred eighty-si* duplexes and flats vacant in
Omaha*
A summary of the Beal Estate Board Annual Vacancy Survey
since April 1936 shows the following vacancies In Omaha*
TABhE XXIX
VACANCIES IN OMAHA
Houses

1935

1936

1937

April

824

577

635

November

616

750

820

Duplexes and
Plats April

175

90

95

November

158

88

121

1938
750

186

The important fact to find out about these vacancies
was the number of houses which were too old or In need of
so much repair that they could not be called habitable*
Table XXIX shows how many of these houses were'in
no condition to b e used*

TABIB XXX
CONDITION OP VACANCIES IN OMAHA
Vacancies in April
Year

Total

1935

524

1936

Vacancies in November

Old Houses

Total

Old Houses

473

616

528

577

474

750

587

1937

635

460

820

674

1938

759

674

*

From the number of old houses in need of ifr^jor
repair
~vwe can safely say that the larger percent of vacant
houses were not very desirable as rental properties*
If there were no need for these houses they could
be left vacant "or demolished, however* the Real property
Inventory of 1936 states that there were on© thousand
eight hundred forty-four occupied dwellings which had
one extra family*

There were one hundred thirty-one

dwellings which had two or more extra families under the
same roof*

Since the maximum vacancies for 1956 were only

seven hundred fifty vacant dwelling units, over sixty
percent of these families could not be housed in single
units*

The natural answer to this problem would be an
Increase In building*

A

study of the building done

in the seven year period between nineteen hundred thirty
and nineteen hundred thirty-seven shows that there were
only one thousand eight-hundred seventy dwelling units
erected In that period*

This was not even sufficient to

take care of the two thousand fifty-two new families which
were added to Omaha *3 population in the same seven years*
Not only were there not enough dwelling units erected
to care for the new families but the units erected could
not meet the need for the low income group because of
the original cost per unit*
The average cost per unit made it necessary to charge
between forty and. fifty dollars per month in order to
make a fair income on the owner* s Investment*

This was

far above the twenty dollar top limit set by the Wagner
Stegall Act*
The data given by the Heal Property Inventory for
rental payments made In Omaha is as follows®
There were two hundred seventy-one units for which a
rental of five dollars or less per month was paid®
Two thousand three hundred eighty-four units rented for
five to ten dollars monthly* six thousand seven hundred
rented for ten to fifteen dollars per month®
Seven thousand nine hundred ninety units rented for
fifteen to twenty dollars per month*

Finally there were
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forty-one thousand one hundred eleven units rented for
a monthly rental over twenty dollars*
Incomes represented by ten dollars and under rentals
In housing are too low for the Wagner Steagall Act and
incomes represented by rentals above twenty dollars are
too high to qualify*

There are left fourteen thousand

six hundred ninety families In Omaha who might be termed
low income of six hundred to twelve hundred dollars*
These fami Ilea were paying in 1936 an average annual
rental of one hundred eighty*-two dollars for dwelling
units in the condition as shown by Table XXXI*
TABLE XXXI
GOHBITIOBS OF OCCUPIED WRITS BY RENTALS
Rentals
Bhfit
per month____ for use

Heed m&$or
repair

Good or
minor repair

Total

#10 to #15

138

2720

3842

6700

#15 to #20

34

1984

5972

7990

7

2346

38,761

41,153

179

7047

48,575

©5,825

Over #20
Total©

Of the fourteen thousand six hundred ninety families
in pertinent income- range four- thousand nine hundred
seventy-six occupied dwellings either unfit for use or
In need of major repairs*
From the data given under Table XXXI It is evident
that there was not sufficient vacant rental property
In good condition to absorb the large number of families
which were poorly housed*

The chief engineer of the
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building department of the city of Omaha said condem
nation proceedings have been withheld in Instances
where it appeared there were not sufficient houses for
low income groups to absorb the number which would be de~
housed by demolition®

This condition of deterioration

and obsolescense therefore will have to be remedied first
by the const ruction of new units to take the place of un
safe and insanitary houses*
For those with incomes above that of the low income
group there are .taro possibilities#

First* they may ae~

quire property of their own by building or buying* Second*
they may rent property which Is In good repair because
they are able to pay enough rental to aiake it possible
for the landlord to get & fair return on money invested in
property and upkeep#
47
For the families in the low income group hom@~owner~
ship is hardly possible because of the cost of money, the
48
cost of land and the cost of construction#
Under the present system of housing construction.all
of these costs are so high as to be almost prohibitive#
®r“
Application of the Housing Authority for financial
assistance for a Low Hent Housing and Slum Clearance
Project, Part XI*
l!Familles in low income group are defined as families
who are in the lowest income group and who cannot afford
to pay enough to cause private enterprise in their locality
or metropolitan area to build an adequate supply of decent,
safe and sanitary dwellings for their use#n
48
Homes for Workers* Federal Emergency Administration
of Public Works*

fho .financing costs alone run as high as twenty~f ive -per**
cant of every dollar borrowed#

Very few people who wish

to build homes have all the money necessary and so must
borrow part#

This would fee true in the majority of cases

with the families in the low income group*

If they waited

to save enough to pay cash for their property the family
would be grown and away from home*
For the welfare of the children and for the greatest
social return to the community* this housing need should
be met#

Since private enterprise cannot do so* the need

must be met by the local community or by the larger units*.*
the state* and nation*

Provision was made by the Wagner

49
Stea&all Act for setting up correct authority to do this#
Since one of the provisions of the Wagner Steagall
Act was the elimination of unsafe and insanitary housing
conditions* the Local Housing Authority used the Heal
Property Inventory report to show that plumbing heating
and room density conditions In Omaha were such as to

49
The Warner Steagall Act provided financial assistance
to states for ellmination of unsafe and insanitary housing
conditions| for eradication of slums 5 for provision of
safe and sanitary dwellings for families of low income;
for reduction of unemployment and stimulation of business
activities and for a United States Housing Authority*
It also provided the method of proeeedure In states
where there are duly constituted housing authorities*

make a large number of homes unsafe* and insanitary
show the findings of the Heal Property Inventory Report
of 1956 *
TABLE XXXII
PLUMBING

III

DWELLING UNITS IN OMAHA

Units with

shared toilets-—

Units with

running water hut no toilets-—

Units with

no adequate plumbing-— — —

Units with

adequate plumbing-— —

Total dwelling units*

—

--- ™

— 2*887
~1»935

— *-- 49*621

— — .— .— -- -6*048

---- ■--- — --- -— -—

-.-60*621

TABLE XXXIII
CENTRAL HEATING IN DWELLING UNITS IN OMAHA
Units with central heating* steam*
hot water* warm air—————————

—— 49*27 8

Units without central heating— ------ —
Total dwelling units— — —

— — 1 1 *3 43 .

-— — ----- ---- — -60*621

TABLE XXXIV
ROOM DENSITY IN DWELLING UNITS IN OMAHA
Units which were overcrowded—

—

— —

—

9*187

Units which were not overcrowded-— — -— — — 49*269
Total occupied units—

—

-- — --->-58*456

TABLE XXXV
ROOM DENSITY AS TO NUMBER OF PERSONS PER ROOM
Dwelling units one to one and one-half persons
per room--— -— —

— - — — -—

—

—

-— -— — 5*771

Dwelling units one and one-half to two persons
p e r

r ^ Qfflt^Tn-— -— irTf-*~-HT-ifffir> -M^Thyi* w ji ifiiT-tr-n- tm w

rn-riw ■— ■-r-

— ■-*■ttt-—

*. m tm '■ <» ■«— — <■>m p

j 6 5 8

Dwelling units two or more persons

Total number of units overcrowded^—

-*"-9*187

Table XXXIX shows that of the alxty-thous&nd six
hundred twenty-one dwelling units more than eighty
percent were without adequate plumbing*

This condition

places those dwellings below the standard for health
ful and saf# living*
Table XXXXIX indicates that the dwelling units are
in better shape for heating, than for pliaanhing since
more than eighty percent of the units have central
heating*
However* as Tables XXXIV and XXXV show there Is
considerable over-crowding is the occupied units in

In added fact established by the Heal Property
Inventory was that while there was an over-crowding of
nine thousand one hundred elgh ty-soven units there were
available only one thousand three hundred-one vacancies
which were fit for use*

The reason for this over-crowding

was given as economic necessity*
The application of the Local Housing Authority for
Financial Assistance for a Low Rent Housing and Slum
Clearance Project stated that In Omaha there were only

three hundred sixty units with rentals under twenty
dollars which were available*

With nine thousand one-

hundred eighty-seven overcrowded units needing that
many vacancies to care for that condition* and the
economic necessity demanding low rental which could be
met by only three hundred one available unitsf

there

still need to be eight thousand units constructed to
prevent overcrowding *
The two hundred eighty-four units In Logan Fontenelle Homes rent for four dollars and sixty-six cents
per room plus two dollars and twelve cents utilities
rental per room®

This cares for families with an in

come of from five-hundred dollars to eighteen hundred
dollars but does not take care of the many low income
families whose Income averages lower than five hundred
dollars®

The Housing Authority of Omaha is ~ attempting

to reach that group with the larger project In South
Omaha «
Benefits of Logan Font enelle Homes

Below is a summary

of all the benefits of the project as a worthwhile enter
prise for the city of Omaha*
1®

It has fullfllled its original purpose of furnishing

employment to many unemployed people*
2 e It has paid out one half million dollars for labor to
those who had previously been unemployed®
3* It has changed a blighted area to a beauty spot®
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4* It lias been instrumental In causing the improvement
of adjoining properties%
5» It has mad® a more pleasant outlook for the children
of Kello® School *
6 * It has lessened the cost to the city in police and fire

protection*
7© It has Improved the chances of not only its two hund
red eighty-four families for health hut all the families
which contact these in business and in schools*
8©

It

out of

has created happier home lives by taking families
Insanitary* obsolete

homes and putting them into

clean* beautiful homes*
9* It has provided two hundred eighty-four units within
walking distance of main street and with very good trans
portation to other
10* It

parts of

has reduced the sis#

the city#
of a potential crime area

by furnishing the neighborhood with a small section where
overcrowding is not permitted* b y improving the chances
of healthful happy living and by providing socially adequate
recreation for leisure time-*
XI* It has helped industry by increasing the number of
families who use phones* electricity* gas and city water*
12* It has provided a way of educating public opinion
by demonstrating the benefits of addq&dfee housing*

SOUTH OMAHA PROJECT
Applications

As stated on page forty-three of this

thesis* an application for a South Side Project was filed
at the same time as the North Side Project*

They were

registered as application 82001 North Side and application
82002 for the South Side*

Nothing definite materialized

out of application 82002 so a new application was sent
to the Department of Interior* United States Housing
Authority* Hathan Straus Administrator* Washington* D* G«
This applied for financial assistance for a Dow Kent
Housing and Slum Clearance Project under provisions pro
vided by the Wagner Ste&gall Act*

This application was

made by the Housing Authority of the city of Omaha and
contained seventy-seven typewritten pages setting forth
the reasons why such financial assistance should be given#
It defined families in low income groups as families
who are in the lowest income group and who cannot afford
to pay enough to cause private enterprise In their
locality or metropolitan area to build an adequate supply
of decent* safe* and sanitary dwellings for their use*
Using the Real Property Inventory and the Heal
Estate Board Annual Vacancy statistics It established
■the need for additional housing in Omaha so well that It
was accepted*

Mr* H&th&n Straus stated that not only was

the contract for the South Side Project signed and on its
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way but also application for additional buildings in
the Logan Font enelle Site would B e favorably received
if the Local Housing Authority thought best to file
50
them*
The chairman Mr* Sam Howell stated* RThe local
authority agreed it would be best to get the South Omaha
project well along before moving to obtain two additional
projects as suggested Friday by Nathan Straus* United
51
States Housing Authority Administrator*”
Location

The boundaries of the Project ares

North Boundary nR ” street from twenty-eighth to
thirtieth*

South boundary frW ” street from twenty-eighth

to thirtieth*

East boundary twenty-eighth street from

to”W fl street*

West Boundary thirtieth street with

the exception of one block from ”S ” street to "T” street
where the boundary lies one hundred twenty-five foot east
ward*

The boundary was moved eastward there* b ecause the

land was occupied by a church and some well maintained
houses which were prohibitive in price*
50
Nathan Straus* United States Housing Authority
Administrator in Speech before Omaha Chamber of
Commerce* Friday July 29* 1958*
51
Omaha World Herald* July 50, 1958
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Typa of Hons 1nr;

Tho proposed development will be made

up of five hundred twenty-two units in this mannert
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Part Two*. Section Ten of the Application gives
the conclusions of the Local Housing Authority as to
the type of housing best suited to families in the
immediate program as quoted below;
"The Local Author 1 ty has determined

row houses and

flats are best suited for the project for the following
reasonsi
1* Smaller land acquisition cost per living unit©
2» Smaller construction costs per living unit*
3 * Maintenance and operation Is a less complicated

problem than in case of detached dwellings or apart
ments *
1* Maintenance and operation can be kept at comparatively
low level*
5* Presents best acceptable possibility for lowest
possible rentals*

6 * Can be planned as to provide to the extent possible

and practicable and the desirable features of detached
dwellings In so far as a l r s light, ventilation and use
of outdoor spaces are concerned*
From Part T w o , Section Ten, the contemplated unit
size Is also quoted;

"Ample space provided In living

units for families with children and this Is contemplated
In construction of a preponderate number of four and five
room units and a small percentage of six room units
for families of five or six persons $

a minor percentage

of three room units for small families and a small
percentage of two room units for aged or newly married
couples*'

It is hoped to have a large pex*eentage of

row houses as against flats so that a maximum number of
families may have small individual areas of land cont
iguous to their houses for clothes drying, small gax»dens
and. recreation*"
"It is planned to provide small individual yards
defined by fences or hedges for families that desire
individually attended gardens*"
Program

P.eMt Two, Section Nine of the application,

Conclusions of Local Authority as to Immediate program
to take the matter of selections of tenants and the
amount of rental to be charged*
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TABLE XXXVTI
PROPOSED QCGUFAHTS
Approximate Humber

White

Hegro

families to be housed. In
project, estimated

350

150

TABLE XXXVIIX
PROPOSED HBHTAL
Average monthly shelter,
Judgment of Local Housing Authority--™---—

-—

#3**75

Average amount utility charge for light, heat,
cooking refrigeration which these families
can afford— ™ —

----

Financial Assistance Requested

The amount of the

authorised bond issue was |3 ,741,000*

The maximum amount

of annual contribution requested from the United States
Housing Authority was three and one-half percent of
development cost #95,&35«

There will be no local annual

contribution other than tax exemption which will be about
forty-five percent of the annual contribution requested
from the United States Housing Authority*
The loan was requested for the time ©f sixty years
with interest at three percent per annum** The amount of
the annual contribution to be made by the state, city county,
or other political sub-divisions is shown in Table XXXXX*

TABLE XXXIX
MAXIMUM AMOUNT ANNUAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO B E MADE BY
STATE CITY COUNTY OH OTHER POLITICAL SUBDIVISION
Subject

Percent
Amount
which asswould be
essments
assessed
are normon market
ally of mar- value
ket value

State Tax— — 70$—

Current
tax rate

Amount
current
taxes
would be

$ 1 ,954,800----- 2,64---- $5160.672

County Tax

70$— -----1,954,800---- -5.26--- -10282.248

City Tax—

70$—

Softool Tax—

70$------ -1,954,800-- -13.------ >25412.40

—

Otfterimunloipal Univer~
s ! ty

ill,954,800—

15.—

1 ^ 9 54 .,-800***+*’
**■•

29322,00

I**?****'—*■»||L954 *SO

Total amount of all local annual contributions #V2#1$2 a*X2*
The members of the committee of the local Authority on
August 1, 1938 were;
Chairman Sam H o w e l l ™ —

Insurance

Vice Chairman, Ray Oould^— « ™ ™ - C o n t r a o t o r
Secretary* Catharine Oarriek-— — Supervisor
Health Education
Grant Benson-

* * * * * * m$t M

m * m m mm m w m m -

mm-mm'

John J* Larkin------- *— — —

m m m rnmm r m -.mm

Real Estate

-Undertaker

The lawa provide that this committee be appointed by
the mayor with the approval of the governing body*
The professional services of Norman Brigham and J • M*
Naehtigall as architects; Louis Sholes and Kenneth
Heed as appraisers and Philip Klutznick* general counsel
and advisor* Eugene B» 0 1Sullivan Associate Counsel were
secured*
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CONCLUSION
In this brief study of Public Housing In Omaha the
\h/

£&iter has arrived at the following conclusions*
The net result of accomplishment by governmental

housing Is quite small#

The needs of the large number in

the low income group In Omaha have not been met wholly by
either government or private enterprise*
made only a small beginning*

There has b e e n

It will take several years

to determine the main advantages and disadvantages of
such a movement#
Private enterprise has not bean able to meet the
housing needs with available vacancies in good conditions
either by building or reconditioning*

As Table XXXI shows *

eighty-two percent of the total v acancies listed in April
and November far the four years beginning with January 1*
1935 were old houses in need of repair*
Private enterprise has not shown a desire or ability
to replace old houses with new ones at a rental low
enough to be within the low Income g roup levels *
is not a criticism of private enterprise*

This

The high oast of

land* construction and financing make It Imperative that
the rentals be high enough to repay the original investment
before the building has to be replaced for obsolescence*
The housing furnished by private enterprise must therefore
be for income groups above the low income standard*

The low income group can not finance- their own homo
buying for several reasons*
1*

Their Income Is too low to allow for the accumulation

of enough cash to buy property outright*
2« The costs of financing are too heavy for a low Income
to hear*
3» An attempt to save the entire capital f or construetion
would have to be over such an extended period that the
family would be. grown up and away from horn© before -it could
he accomplished*
Logan Fontenelie Homes has not reached a sufficient
number within the low income group since It cares for only
thirty-five white families and twenty-three negro families
or a total of fifty-eight families whose incomes are between
five hundred and one thousand dollars and a total of only
two hundred eighty-four families with Incomes below eighteen
hundred dollars*

The South Side Project will be filled

with tenants a majority of whom have Incomes less than one
thousand dollars* and the ttnixaum income may be at least
two hundred dollars lower than that of the Logan Fontenelle
Homes®
The total number of tenants* with Incomes within those
limits set by the Wagner Steagall Act* which will be
cared for ^

t-he two projects are eight hundred six*

Comp

aring this number with that of nine thousand one hundred
eighty-seven units overcrowded because of economic necessity
shows that less than ten percent of the low income group

10?
■have been provided with adequate housing*
The records of the W a i t i n g Hurse Association show
that they are giving very good service to the city©
They can not eliminate the two health conditioning factors
which are directly related to bad housing*

They work with

the full knowledge that bad housing lowers resistance to
disease and multiplies the chances of infection©
The Ward Three report of the Tuberculosis Association
definitely relates the chances for infection and lowered
resistance to tuberculosis to the overcrowding and other
poor housing condition of that ward®
Private enterprise can not meet the need and govern
mental housing has only begun*

There mist be further

extension of public housing under such conditions and arrange
ments as will meet the needs of Omaha economically and
financially*

This may be done either through government

subsidy to private enterprise or government control and
ownership *
The South Side Project has b een able to lower the cost
of construction by local control of the project in all of
its stages and can therefore charge a lower rental per unit*.
The plans include another improvement over that of
Logan Fontenelle Homes*

That is a fenced In area for each

unit where the family say have Its own garden spot©

This

will furnish pleasant occupation for leisure time, provides

1G8
an extension of the family diet* help in the family
budget and in soelability©
Another benefit of public housing to Omaha is that
it has made possible the demolition of eight hundred-six
deteriorated houses In Omaha*

One of the provisions of

the Wagner Steagall Act was that for every unit erected one
deteriorated unit must be demolished*
By Improving the standard of living of eight hundred
six families* public housing has helped the city socially
and financially*

Xt has provided socially adequate re

creation for two hundred eighty-four families and will
provide for five hundred twenty-two more In South Omaha*
It has extended the area of Influence to all neighborhoods
which touch the projects through their recreation program®
By eliminating two blighted areas* public housing has
lowered the cost for police protection to the*city of Qateha©
By extending the recreation program of the project as well
as providing adequate housing* public housing has reduced the
opportunities for juvenile delinquency and destroyed two
areas of crime potentiality®

By building fire proof units

and regulating the use of cleaning fluids and waste disposals*
public housing has benefited not only the soon to-be total
of eight hundred—six families but also all adjoining prop
erties*

It has reduced the number of fire calls to the

finished project area to an Invisible minimum®

Public housing has bettered the living conditions
of all former home owners in the two area©

It has allowed

those families to buy property in b etter neighborhoods*
Fifty-nine percent of the former residents of the area
now called Logan Fontenelle Homes have purchased homes as
described above and the supposition Is that the former
property owners in the south side area will do like wise*.
The results of tax e x e r t i o n s are not definite as
yet*

The home owners who bought property In better neigh

borhoods still pay taxes*
of greater value*

They bought property of like or

These homes just purchased will continue

at a higher assessed valuation for a longer period of years ”
than would have been possible to those in the blighted areas*
Another factor supporting the argument that kittle
will be lost in taxes through tax exemptions is that the
adjoining properties in the Logan Fontenelle Homes have
already been substantially improved*

This improvement

will cause them to have higher assessed values which mean
higher taxes*
Oonstruotion and occupancy of the two housing projects
brought financial betterment in several ways*
1*

It created and will create work for skilled and un

skilled labor*
2*

Logan Fontenelle Homes brought prosperity to stores

close to the project*

no
3#

Lower rentals released' money to buy other commodities

in the community*
4.®

It caused an increase of customers with s tire return in

money for services rendered by electricity* gas, water and
telephone®
bm

Took many families off direct relief and provided

family income through Works Progress Administration Labor®
By removing two blighted areas the chances for epidemics
have been greatly reduced**
By regulations for disposal of garbage and waste
materials and for general care of property they have added
to the safety of all the tenants In the area®
They have provided for future health programs by making
the tenants health conscious*
By the entire plans for the projects they have created
two beauty spots which greatly improve the neighborhoods
where they are located©
By having so many people re-housed during demolition;
and building, social workers and people related to the
problem of furnishing rental properties have had the housing
needs called to their attention®
The extension of the public housing program has been
a further aid In arousing public interest*

It has furnished

opportunities for revaluation of goals and activities In
housing®

Ill
It ha a provided a check on the housing authority and
created opportunities for adult education*
Finally the total accomplishments of public housing
in Omaha aret
1®

Made a beginning in housing the low-incomb group*

2©

Demolished eight hundred and six deteriorated housing

units **
3*

Provided socially adequate housing for two hundred

eighty-fcur families©
4*

Contracted to provide socially adequate housing for

five hundred twenty-two families more,*
5®

Eliminated two areas where resistance to disease were

low avqd multiple chances for Infection were present©
6m

Provided work for many unemployed©

7*

Used experiences gained in Logan Fontenelie Housing

to provide better housing at lower rentals' for five hundred
twenty-two families*
8*

Lowered the cost of police and fire protection to

two areas in the city®
9*

Provided a better budgeting plan for incomes of six

hundred eight families through lower rentals for adequate
housing®
10©

Provided a recreation program which will be ^eliilly .

adequate for the sic hundred eighty families in the two
projects and will aslo Include the families of the two

school districts of west side and Kellom school*
11*

Besamred two areas where conditions mad© possible

the increase of crime©
12®

Provided for higher esthetic standards through their

beautiful planned units and landscaping in the project©
13*

It has helped Industry by increasing the number of

families who use phones* electricity* g as and city water®
14®

Has provided a way for educating public opinion by

demonstrating through its completed project the benefits
of adequate housing©
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